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In a scene from that now infamous movie, ‘The Devil wears Prada’, Miranda Priestly (the 
Editor portrayed) tells Andy, the budding ‘serious journalist’, that her disdain of fashion 
is really just her ignorance of the business of fashion. She says to Andy (who sniggers 
because she thinks the blue the fashion editors are trying to choose between look exactly the 
same) “Oh... ok. I see, you think this has nothing to do with you. You go to your closet and you 
select, oh I don’t know, that lumpy blue sweater, for instance, because you’re trying to tell 
the world that you take yourself too seriously to care about what you put on your back. But 
what you don’t know is that that sweater is not just blue, it’s not turquoise, it’s not lapis, it’s 
actually cerulean. You’re also blithely unaware of the fact that, in 2002, Oscar De La Renta 
did a collection of cerulean gowns. And then I think it was Yves St Laurent, wasn’t it, who 
showed cerulean military jackets? And then cerulean quickly showed up in the collections 
of eight different designers. Then it filtered down through the department stores then 
trickled on down into some tragic casual corner where you, no doubt, fished it out of some 
clearance bin. However, that blue represents millions of dollars and countless jobs and so it’s 
sort of comical how you think that you’ve made a choice that exempts you from the fashion 
industry when, in fact, you’re wearing the sweater that was selected for you by the people in 
this room. From a pile of stuff”.
It’s such a poignant scene in that movie, and it makes one realise that none of us is exempt 
from the business of business or the business of politics or the business of sectors so far 
removed from our own. And that is no more true than for this issue of ASA where we’ve 
not only decided to make the reading of our journal free verifiable CPD, but where, on  
page 6, SAICA Chief Operating Officer, Nazeer Wadee, encourages us really, in my opinion, 
to begin to think of Continuing Professional Development as a means to enhance, and 
ensure the growth and sustainability of the profession. Picking up an academic book, this 
journal or any other form of learning material not only enhances our individual capabilities, 
not only ensures that our profession remains steeply edged towards growth, but also 
impacts on every other level of society that we may not even begin to realise is affected by 
what we know, and how we apply what we know. 
So as you begin to turn over the pages of this journal, please know that it represents 
countless hours of someone’s Continuing Professional Development that could very well 
make a significant impact on our profession, and perhaps a similarly significant impact on 
our broader global economic village. 

Raina
Editor

Estienne de Beer is a motivational speaker and leadership coach. This 
month his article Creativity produces profit highlights the issue of using 
your creative inputs to grow and develop the individual, the organisation 
and by extension the economy.

Peter Cramer and Craig West say that the recent 
amendments (in the Revenue Laws Amendment 
Acts, 2007) have changed the manner in which 
capital distributions are treated. It should further 
be noted that the Draft Taxation Laws Amendment 
Acts have proposed minor date changes to 
paragraph 76A of the Eighth Schedule to the 
Income Tax Act. These changes may have important 
cash flow effects for shareholders. 

Published by The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA). 
Supplied gratis to Chartered Accountants (SA), Associate General Accountants 
(SA), Associate Accounting Technicians (SA)  and trainee accountants. 
SAICA does not accept responsibility for any opinions expressed by the 
contributors or correspondents, nor for the accuracy of any information 
contained in contributions, advertisements or correspondence in this 
journal. All material submitted for consideration is subject to the discretion 
of the Editor. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material.  ISBN : 
02587254  SAICA Reg No. 020-050-NPO  SAICA VAT Reg No. 4570104366
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this month’s contributors...

from the pen...

Siyabonga Shandu says that the Purchasing a Shelf article seeks to 
offer lessons in respect of the close corporations, and the accountants 
responsibilities herein. The lessons in this regard are also instructive in 
respect of “public” and “private” companies.

The Prada issue

editorial
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An interesting debate I often have with 
Chartered Accountants (CA(SA)) and other 
professionals, from a variety of constituencies 
and, across geographical boundaries, is on the 
topic of Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD). Invariably, the discussion leads to 
the definition of a professional and what 
constitutes a professional, be they CAs(SA) or 
any other form of professional, in any sphere 
of the economy. I firmly believe that, apart 
from the rigour of the qualification process 
an individual goes through, an even more 
important aspect to being a professional is 
an individual’s behaviour once he or she has 
qualified. 

A consummate professional, in my mind, is 
one that strives to contribute in the broader 
public interest, acts with integrity and strives 
to improve himself/herself on a continuous 
basis, whether it be careerwise or a personal 
level. Your profession ultimately permeates 
through every aspect of your life. As a 
Chartered Accountant, I am proud of the 
designation and carry it with me wherever 
I go, as do most holders of professional 
designations.

The simple principle for any professional 
is therefore that of engaging in CPD. This 
talks to adopting and living a culture of 
continuous learning. I must admit that 
most people I talk to understand and agree 
with the principle of continuous learning 
for a variety of reasons. These include the 
following:

i) Self development and career growth – as 
a CA(SA), our vision remains that of being 
business leaders, which demands continued 
personal growth and learning in order to 
function effectively at a ‘leader’ level.

ii) Continued enhancement of the 
professional brand for the benefit of all 
that hold it. Brand value is ultimately 
a factor of the integrity, expertise and  
leadership skills of those that hold it. 
Acquiring those skills is the responsibility 
again of the holders of the designation. 
As has become apparent in recent years, 
it often takes a handful of bad apples to 

taint the reputation of all members of 
the profession and, whilst CPD might not 
eliminate all of the risk associated with 
inappropriate or a lack of skills, it goes a 
long way towards mitigating that risk.

The debate around CPD often heads in 
the direction of the mechanism used to 
record hours or points. Here again, there 
are a couple of schools of thought. The 
first decision to be made is whether to go 
an input or output based route. The input 
based route leaves the learning activity to 
the individual’s discretion (based on the 
individual’s career development needs) with 
no formal assessment of learning required. 
The output based approach is based on a 
defined learning map with an assessment of 
competencies achieved through that learning 
activity. In South Africa, we have gone the 
input route simply because of its practicality. 
The input route also helps to instill the 
culture of learning alluded to earlier and 
will remain the preferred route here for the 
next three years. The preferred approach to 
learning will, however, always be the output 
based one. Practically, this approach is 
difficult to implement in that it is not always 
possible to assess formally competencies 
gained through a specific learning activity. 

The other debate that needs to be held is 
on the mechanism used to record hours. 
Again, there are two broad approaches. 
The first involves members recording detail 
including the types of activities, hours spent, 
provider of the learning and whether or not 
the activity is verifiable. Supporters of this 
argument insist that it is important to track 
and measure an individual’s development 
plan. The second broad approach is for 
members to, on an annual basis; to provide 
a declaration to the effect that they have 
undertaken the minimum required activity 
(as required by their professional body). The 
onus is on the professional body to then, on 
a random basis, audit a sample of members 
annually to ensure compliance.

There are pros and cons to both approaches. 
First and foremost is the argument of 
integrity. It is my firm belief that the vast 

majority of our members have integrity. 
That said, the argument from some quarters 
is that, assuming integrity, the declaration 
based approach is optimal in that the 
professional body places reliance on the 
integrity of its membership base to engage in 
CPD. This assumes that members will strive 
to meet their obligation as professionals, and 
work towards self and career development 
through some kind of structured CPD 
programme. The other argument is that a 
formal recording mechanism forces members 
to adopt a structured learning programme 
and in turn focuses an individual’s learning 
activity. Both arguments have merit and both 
approaches have worked fairly well across 
the globe.

To my mind, the debate around CPD though 
revolves around one thing which is agreement 
from any professional that CPD is core to 
their being as a professional. Acting as a 
brand ambassador and self development 
through an individual’s career can only be 
successfully driven by means of a structured 
and focused learning path through different 
stages of an individual’s career. Regardless 
of the mechanism used to record hours or 
points, I cannot emphasis enough the principle 
and importance of continuous professional 
development and the importance of adopting 
learning as a way of life. 

In the interim, the SAICA Board has listened 
to its membership base and debated all of 
the issues, and has agreed that for CPD 
measurement and recording purposes:

• SAICA will remain on the input based 
system, and 

• Our members will be allowed flexibility 
in the recording of CPD, with both the 
detail based and the declaration based 
approaches available for use. 

Nazeer Wadee CA(SA) is Chief Operating  
Officer, SAICA.

straight shooting...

Continuing Professional Development

saica
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See real companies using real XBRL tools today to develop and publish business information, streamline 
reporting processes, enhance profitability and increase transparency.

SEE XBRL IN ACTION IN MAY 2008

WHERE 17th XBRL International Conference entitled “Evolution in Business Reporting – XBRL in Action”

• Eindhoven, Netherlands (near Amsterdam, Dusseldorf and Brussels)

• Hosted at Evoluon, a world class conference facility

• Register at: http://conference.xbrl.org

• Sponsor and exhibitor information: http://conference.xbrl.org/sponsors-exhibits/exhibits-and-sponsors

WHEN May 5-8, 2008

FEATURED SPEAKERS

• GERRIT ZALM, Chairman, International Accounting Standards Committee Foundation Trustees, oversight body of the IASB

• EDDY WYMEERSCH, Chair, Committee of European Securities Regulators (CESR)

• PAUL MADDEN, Program Manager, Standard Business Reporting, Australian Government Treasury

• DR. HEINZ HENSE, Chief Accountant, ThyssenKrupp AG

• CHRISTOPHER COX, Chairman, U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)

The 17th Conference focuses more heavily on the needs of end users such as CEOs, CFOs, business and financial executives, 
analysts and investment professionals. It will feature real working tools and software applications available today as well 
as case studies from real end-user companies. Session tracks are specifically designed for end users to show them how to 
implement XBRL solutions today and how XBRL measurably benefits them. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF SESSIONS PLANNED FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT PROFESSIONALS:

• “XBRL for Users - an overview of the technology, its benefits and application”

• “Global Ledger - tagging at the detail level”

• “Publishing Financials in XBRL” (case studies)

• “Enabling Stock Selection and Increasing Institutional Reach: How SME can use XBRL for increased Capital Markets Awareness”

• Visit the conference Web site for more details: http://conference.xbrl.org

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

• CEOs, CFOs and Finance Professionals of public and private companies will be educated on how to tag their financials in XBRL 
using cost effective vendors and understand the external and internal benefits of using interactive data through real users. They 
will hear from companies using XBRL to improve investor relations activities and from internal financial management teams 
using XBRL to consolidate financials and better manage the operations of the company. 

• Investment Professionals & Analysts will learn from peers around the world how they are using XBRL to improve the depth and 
breadth of coverage of companies to help their clients make better investment decisions. 

• Regulators will share how they are using XBRL to improve efficiency and accuracy of regulatory reporting and hear case studies 
from government agencies and banking supervisors successfully using interactive data. 

• Software developers will be briefed on new tools and add-ons that can be used in their XBRL products that have been created 
from leading XBRL technology providers. 

• Accounting and audit professionals will learn how XBRL is improving client relations by integrating XBRL into their practices 
and those of their clients.

XBRL has evolved. See it in action today.

news
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ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS APPROVED
At a meeting held on 8 February 2008, the Accounting Practices Board 
(APB) approved the following for issue:
• Revised IAS 1(AC 101) – Presentation of Financial Statements

The changes made are to require information in financial 
statements to be aggregated on the basis of shared characteristics 
and to introduce a statement of comprehensive income. This will 
enable readers to analyse changes in a company’s equity resulting 
from transactions with owners in their capacity as owners (such 
as dividends and share repurchases) separately from ‘non-owner’ 
changes (such as transactions with third parties). The revised 
standard gives preparers of financial statements the option 
of presenting items of income and expense and components 
of other comprehensive income either in a single statement 
of comprehensive income with subtotals, or in two separate 
statements, a separate income statement followed by a statement 
of comprehensive income.
The revisions include changes in the titles of some of the financial 
statements to reflect their function more clearly, for example, 
the ‘balance sheet’ is renamed a ‘statement of financial position’. 
The new titles will be used in accounting standards, but are not 
mandatory for use in financial statements. The revised standard 
will come into effect for the annual periods beginning on or after 1 
January 2009, but early adoption is permitted.

• Revised IFRS 3(AC 140) – Business Combinations
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) has 
completed the second phase of its business combinations project 
by issuing a revised version of IFRS 3 – Business Combinations 
and an amended version of IAS 27 – Consolidated and Separate 
Financial Statements.
The following are examples of major changes required in 
accounting for business combinations:

• Transparency of acquisition-related costs. Companies will be forced 
to reveal, for example, fees paid to the investment banks; finder’s 
fees; advisory, legal, accounting, valuation, and other professional 
or consulting fees.

• General administrative costs, including the costs of maintaining an 
internal acquisitions department. These will have to be expensed 
through profit and loss and not be absorbed into the goodwill 
figure as is done currently.

• Focusing on changes in control as a significant economic event. There 
are now requirements to remeasure interests to fair value at the time 
when control is achieved or lost. 

• Simplified measurement of goodwill in a step acquisition. The 
requirement to measure, at fair value, every asset and liability 
at each step in an acquisition that is achieved in stages (that is, 
when an acquirer has an existing holding and acquires additional 
shares to achieve control) has been removed. These valuations were 
necessary to calculate goodwill. Instead, goodwill is now measured 
as the difference at the acquisition date between the value of 
any investment in the business held before the acquisition, the 
consideration transferred and the net assets acquired.

• Goodwill and minority interests (now called non-controlling 
interests). An option has been added to IFRS 3(AC 140) to permit 
an entity to recognise 100% of the goodwill of the acquired entity, 
not just the acquiring entity’s portion of the goodwill, with the 
increased amount of goodwill also increasing the non-controlling 
interest (NCI) in the net assets of the acquired entity. This is known 
as the ‘full goodwill method’. Such NCI is reported as part of 
consolidated equity. The ‘full goodwill’ option may be elected on a 
transaction-by-transaction basis.

• Contingent consideration: If the amount of contingent consideration 
changes as a result of a post-acquisition event, regarding information 
which did not exist at the acquisition date (such as meeting an 

earnings target) accounting for the change in consideration is 
recognised in profit or loss. 

• Revised IAS 27(AC 132) – Consolidated and Separate Financial 
Statements
The revision to IAS 27(AC 132) requires an entity to attribute its share 
of total comprehensive income to the NCI, even if this results in the NCI 
having a deficit balance.

There are also consequential amendments to other standards, most 
notably IAS 28(AC 110) – Investments in Associates and IAS 31(AC 
119) – Interests in Joint Ventures, where there are partial disposals 
of associates and joint ventures. If an investor loses significant 
influence over an associate, it derecognises that associate, but 
recognises in profit or loss the difference between the sum of 
the proceeds received and any retained interest, and the carrying 
amount of the investment in the associate at the date significant 
influence is lost. A similar treatment applies when an investor loses 
joint control over a jointly controlled entity. The new requirements 
take effect on 1 July 2009, although entities are permitted to adopt 
it earlier.

• Amendment to IFRS 2(AC 139) – IFRS 2 – Share-based 
Payment: Vesting Conditions and Cancellations

The amendment deals with two matters. It clarifies that vesting 
conditions are service conditions and performance conditions only. 
Other features of a share-based payment are not vesting conditions. 
It also specifies that all cancellations, whether by the entity or by 
other parties, should receive the same accounting treatment. The new 
requirement takes effect on 1 January 2009, although entities are 
permitted to adopt them earlier.

AMENDMENTS TO FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) has issued 
amendments to improve the accounting for particular types of 
financial instruments that have characteristics similar to ordinary 
shares, but are at present classified as financial liabilities. The 
amendments, which respond to requests from entities around the 
world, are set out in Amendments to IAS 32 – Financial Instruments: 
Presentation and IAS 1 – Presentation of financial Statements – 
Puttable Financial Instruments and Obligations Arising on Liquidation.
The amendments to IAS 32 and IAS 1 can be downloaded from the 
SAICA handbook-on-line, (international section).

PREFACE TO STATEMENTS OF GAAP
The Preface to International Financial Reporting Standards was 
revised and reissued in January 2008, as a result of the constitution 
review undertaken by the International Accounting Standards 
Committee Foundation (IASCF).

The Preface to Statements of GAAP is reissued with the revised 
Preface to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as 
Appendix A.

SEGMENT REPORTING
An updated version of IAS 14 – Segment Reporting (includes 
amendments resulting from new and amended IFRSs issued up to 10 
January 2008) was issued by the IASB in January 2008. IAS 14 is being 
superseded by IFRS 8 – Operating Segments. IFRS 8 is required to be 
applied from 1 January 2009, but earlier adoption is permitted.

EDITORIAL CORRECTIONS TO IFRS
The IASB issued editorial corrections to various IFRSs on 21 January 2008 
and 7 February 2008. Refer to the IASB website, www.iasb.org to view the 
various lists of changes.

REMOVAL OF EXPOSURE DRAFTS
The following EDs had been removed from the SAICA website:

ED 202 – Amendments to IFRS 4(AC 140) - Business Combinations
ED 203 – Amendments to IAS 27(AC 132) Consolidated and Separate 

Financial Statements

I  TECHNICAL  IReports
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ED 211 – Amendments to IFRS 2 Share-based Payment: Vesting 
Conditions and Cancellations

ED 212 – Amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements: 
A Revised Presentation

ED 213 – Draft Due Process Handbook for the IFRIC

ED 220 – Headline Earnings

STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS ISSUED, EFFECTIVE 
2008/2009
Paragraph 30 of IAS 8(AC 103) – Accounting Policies, Changes in 
Accounting Estimates and Errors states that “When an entity has not 
applied a new Standard or Interpretation that has been issued but is 
not yet effective, the entity shall disclose:

(a) this fact; and

(b) known or reasonably estimable information relevant to assessing 
the possible impact that application of the new Standard or 
Interpretation will have on the entity’s financial statements in the 
period of initial application.”

Paragraph 30 of IAS 8(AC 103) states that “In complying with 
paragraph 30, an entity considers disclosing:

(a) the title of the new Standard or Interpretation;

(b) the nature of the impending change or changes in accounting policy;

(c) the date by which application of the Standard or Interpretation is 
required;

(d) the date as at which it plans to apply the Standard or Interpretation 
initially; and

(e) either:
(i) a discussion of the impact that initial application of the Standard 

or Interpretation is expected to have on the entity’s financial 
statements; or

(ii) if that impact is not known or reasonably estimable, a statement to 
that effect”.

I  TECHNICAL  IReports

In order to assist companies with this disclosure, SAICA has included 
below a list of Standards and Interpretations that are effective for 
annual reporting dates beginning after 1 January 2008. The list 
highlights the International Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB’s)/
International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee’s (IFRIC’s) 
issue date as an International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) 
or interpretation (IFRIC), as well as the Accounting Practices Board’s 
(APB’s) issue date of the Statement of Generally Accepted Accounting 
Practice (SA GAAP) and the effective date thereof.
Please note that some of these new Standards and Interpretations or 
amendments and revisions thereto have transitional provisions that 
permit them to be early adopted. If a company chooses to early adopt, it 
should be adopted in full and the early adoption should be disclosed if 
this is required by the relevant Standard or Interpretation.
Amendment to 
IFRS 2(AC 139) IFRS 2 – Share-based Payment: Vesting Conditions 

and Cancellations 
IASB Issue date: January 2008 
APB Issue date: February 2008 
Effective date: 1 January 2009

Revised
IFRS 3(AC 140)* Business Combinations 

IASB Issue date: January 2008 
APB Issue date: February 2008 
Effective date: 1 July 2009

IFRS 8(AC 145) Operating Segments 
IASB Issue date: November 2006 
APB Issue date: February 2007 
Effective date: 1 January 2009

Revised
IAS 1(AC 101) Presentation of Financial Statements 

IASB Issued date: September 2007 
APB Issue date: February 2008 
Effective date: 1 January 2009

IAS 23(AC 114) Borrowing Costs 
IASB Issue date: March 2007 
APB Issue date: August 2007 
Effective date: 1 January 2009 

Revised
IAS 27(AC 132)* Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements 

IASB Issue date: January 2008 
APB Issue date: February 2008 
Effective date: 1 July 2009

Amendments to
IAS 32(AC 125)
IAS 1(AC 101) Financial Instruments: Presentation and 

Presentation of Financial Statements: Puttable 
Financial Instruments and Obligations Arising on 
Liquidation 
IASB Issue date: February 2008 
Not yet approved by APB 
Effective date: 1 January 2009

IFRIC 12(AC 445) Service Concession Arrangements 
IFRIC Issue date: November 2006 
APB Issue date: February 2007 
Effective date: 1 January 2008 

IFRIC 13(AC 446) Customer Loyalty Programmes 
IFRIC Issue date: June 2007 
APB Issue date: August 2007 
Effective date: 1 July 2008

IFRIC 14(AC 447) The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, Minimum 
Funding Requirements and their Interaction 
IFRIC Issue date: July 2007  
APB Issue date: August 2007 
Effective date: 1 January 2008 
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*These revisions have made consequential amendments to IAS 28(AC 
110) – Investments in Associates and IAS 31(AC 119) – Interests in 
Joint Ventures.

STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS ISSUED, EFFECTIVE 
FOR DECEMBER 2007 YEAR ENDS ONWARDS

When preparing financial statements for December 2007 year-ends 
you need to consider applying the requirements of Standards and 
Interpretations that became effective during 2006 and 2007. These are:
IFRS 7(AC 144) Financial Instruments: Disclosures 

IASB Issue date: August 2005 
APB issue date: November 2005 
Effective date: 1 January 2007

Amendment to
IAS 1(AC 101) Presentation of Financial Statements: Capital 

Disclosures 
IASB Issue date: August 2005 
APB Issue date: November 2005  
Effective date: 1 January 2007

IFRIC 7(AC 440) Applying the Restatement Approach under IAS 29 
Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies 
IASB Issue date: November 2005 
APB Issue date: February 2006 
Effective date: 1 March 2006

IFRIC 8(AC 441) Scope of IFRS 2 
IASB Issue date: January 2006 
APB Issue date: February 2006 
Effective date: 1 May 2006

IFRIC 9(AC 442) Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives 
IASB Issue date: March 2006 
APB Issue date: April 2006 
Effective date: 1 June 2006

IFRIC 10(AC 443) Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment 
ASB Issue date: July 2006 
APB Issue date: October 2006 
Effective date: 1 November 2006

AC 503 Accounting for Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) 
Transactions 
APB Issue date: April 2006 
Effective date: May 2006
Statement of GAAP for SMEs 
APB Issue date: October 2007 
Effective date: 1 October 2007

STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS ISSUED, EFFECTIVE 
FOR DECEMBER 2007 INTERIMS AND JUNE 2008 YEAR 
ENDS ONWARDS

When preparing interim financial statements for interim periods 
ending December 2007 and therefore relating to the financial 
statements for the year ending June 2008, you need to ensure you 
have applied the following Standards and Interpretations that became 
effective in this period:

IFRS 7(AC 144) Financial Instruments: Disclosures 
IASB Issue date: August 2005 
APB issue date: November 2005 
Effective date: 1 January 2007 

Amendments to

IAS 1(AC 101) Presentation of Financial Statements: Capital Disclosures  
IASB Issue date: August 2005 
APB Issue date: November 2005 
Effective date: 1 January 2007

IFRIC 10(AC 443) Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment 
IASB Issue date: July 2006 
APB Issue date: October 2006 
Effective date: 1 November 2006

IFRIC 11(AC 444) IFRS 2 – Group and Treasury Share Transactions 
IASB Issue date: November 2006 
APB Issue date: February 2007 
Effective date: 1 March 2007

Statement of GAAP for SMEs 
APB Issue date: October 2007 
Effective date: 1 October 2007 

AUDITING
IAASB AMENDS INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ON REVIEW 
ENGAGEMENTS TO CLARIFY THEIR APPLICABILITY TO 
SPECIFIC ENGAGEMENTS 

The International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB), 
an independent standard-setting board under the auspices of the 
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), has agreed to amend 
the following International Standards on Review Engagements (ISREs) 
to clarify to which engagements each is to be applied:

• ISRE 2400, Engagements to Review Financial Statements; and 

• ISRE 2410, Review of Interim Financial Information Performed by 
the Independent Auditor of the Entity.

The issue that had been brought to the IAASB's attention is that ISRE 
2410 applies in the case of a review by the entity's auditor of interim 
financial information only, while ISRE 2400 applies to all reviews of 
historical financial information excluding those conducted by the 
entity's auditor. Thus, there would appear to be no Standard directly 
relevant to reviews by the entity's auditor of historical financial 
information other than interim financial information.

To resolve the issue, the IAASB has amended ISRE 2410 to apply 
also to such reviews. This reflects the principal distinction between 
ISRE 2400 and ISRE 2410, which is that ISRE 2410 is written on the 
basis that the entity's auditor is able to use his or her audit-based 
knowledge of the entity when carrying out a review of any historical 
financial information. The most common example of a review 
engagement that might be undertaken by an entity's auditor is the 
review of interim financial information issued by a public company; 
other examples have arisen in practice, however, and the change 
makes it clear that these also fall within ISRE 2410. When approving 
ISRE 2410, the IAASB did not intend to remove the auditor's reviews 
of historical financial information (other than interim financial 
information) from the scope of the ISREs.

Furthermore, to align the application of ISRE 2400, ISRE 2410 and 
International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3000, 
Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical 
Financial Information, the IAASB agreed to restrict the application of 
ISRE 2400 to a review of any historical financial information performed 
by a practitioner who is not the entity’s auditor. Before this amendment, 
ISRE 2400 indicated that it may be applied “to the extent practicable” to 
engagements to review other information.

These minor amendments, which are effective immediately, clarify the 
application of the ISREs and ISAE 3000 by eliminating a small gap in 
the apparent scope of the ISREs and ensuring that, as intended, there 
is no overlap in the scopes of the ISREs and ISAE 3000. As a result, 
practitioners will have no doubt about which standard is to be applied 
to a review engagement. 

The amendments to ISREs 2400 and 2410 may be viewed by going to 
the IRBA website. 

PUBLIC SECTOR
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
The Accounting Standards Board, during its meeting on 14 February 
2008, approved the following documents:

• GRAP 23 – Non-Exchange Transactions (Taxes and Transfers).
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• Directives on Transitional Provisions. Directives that provide 
guidance to entities on the transition from their current applied 
basis of accounting to the basis of accounting as prescribed by the 
Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP).

The standards, exposure drafts, discussion papers and updates of the 
Board are available on the ASB website (www.asb.co.za). 

REGULATED INDUSTRIES
HEADLINE EARNINGS – LIFE INSURANCE SECTOR-
SPECIFIC RULE

Circular 8/2007 – Headline Earnings has been amended to include a 
new sector-specific rule. The rule applies to the investment properties 
of a listed life insurer and its subsidiaries and associates. Any listed 
entity that has a long-term insurer as a subsidiary or associate must 
also apply this rule to the investment properties of the long-term 
insurer and its subsidiaries and associates. Any listed entity that has 
a listed life insurer as a subsidiary or associate must use the reported 
headline earnings of that listed life insurer in its own headline 
earnings calculation.

In terms of the rule “all gains or losses (unrealised and realised) on the re-
measurement (which by definition includes a disposal) of all investment 
properties are included re-measurements and must therefore be included 
in headline earnings. This rule applies irrespective of whether the 
investment property was purchased with policyholders’ or shareholders’ 
funds and irrespective of whether the entity’s accounting policy is to 
measure its investment properties at cost or fair value.” 

The effective date for the listed life insurers and the long-term 
insurer subsidiaries and associates of entities listed in other sectors 
of the JSE to apply this rule is for all financial periods (interim and/or 
annual periods) ending on or after 31 January 2008. Early adoption is 
permitted but not for results published before 22 February 2008, the 
date on which this rule was issued.

EXCHANGE CONTROL CIRCULARS
The Exchange Control department of the South African Reserve Bank 
(EXCON) has issued the following Exchange Control Circulars:

• 1/2008 – Annual withdrawal and retention of Circulars

All exchange control circulars that were current in 2007 have been 
withdrawn with the exception of the following:

• 1/2005 – Re-issue of exchange control rulings 

• 2/2006 – Study facilities – Church of Scientology

• 7/2006 – Loans extended by South African development finance 
institutions to African companies or projects

• 15/2006 – Export Pilot Project

• 16/2006 – Statement on Exchange Control

• 22/2007 – Authorised Dealers in Foreign Exchange

• 26/2007 – United Nations Security Council resolutions against Iraq, 
Liberia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cote d’Ivoire 
and Sudan

• 2/2008 – Nominated branches to transact insurance business

 The list of names contained in Section B.10(K) of the Rulings has been updated.

• 3/2008 – Securities Control – Authorised Banks 

The reference to ABSA bank contained in the table in Section G(A)(iii)(j) 
has been amended.

The content of withdrawn circulars has been incorporated into the 
Exchange Control Rulings (the Rulings). Please direct any specific 
queries regarding the Exchange Control Circulars or Rulings to 
standards@saica.co.za. 
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TAX
WHAT’S NEW AT SARS?
The latest updates can be viewed on the SARS website (www.sars.gov.za).

JOINT SUBMISSION
The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) and 
the South African Institute of Professional Accountants (SAIPA) 
made a joint submission to the South African Revenue Service (SARS) 
regarding the body known as the ‘South African Institute of Tax 
Practitioners’ (SAIT). The submission requests SARS views relating to 
the following:

4.1 The lawfulness and fairness of the new name of the SOUTH 
AFRICAN INSTITUTE OF TAX PRACTIONERS.

4.2 The perceived endorsement of the SAIT.

4.3 The effect of such name on other existing professional bodies, 
their members and the accounting profession in general.

4.4 The exclusive right of the impending Regulatory Board for Tax 
Practitioners to the use of the words ‘Tax Practitioners’.

A copy of the submission is available on the SAICA website. 

Edited By: Annelies Dieusaert 

Technical queries: standards@saica.co.za

Ethics and Discipline queries: standards@saica.co.za

Information Centre: pelmag@saica.co.za

Telephone: 011 621 6641

Telefax: 011 621 6819

Website: http://www.saica.co.za



n today’s competitive world, creativity is in short  
supply and it is more important than ever for businesses 
to attract and keep highly talented people. Bill Bernbach 

remarked that “an idea can turn to dust or magic, depending on the 
talent that rubs against it”. In order to do that, a company must provide 
a workplace environment that is challenging, creative, and fun. Since 
creativity is at the root of innovation and invention, it would benefit all 
companies - large or small - to help promote a creative atmosphere in 
which this talent may flourish. What better way to get a huge return on 
your investment? Champion those innovators. 

According to Webster’s Dictionary, the definition of creativity is 
artistic or intellectual inventiveness. Creativity is marked by the ability 
or power to create or bring into existence, to invest with a new form, 
to produce through imaginative skill, to make or bring into existence 
something new. When you create something, you are actually 
bringing it into being, making it from nothing. But how do you make 
something from nothing? How do you achieve creativity? What is the 
essence of creativity? The little yellow light bulb in cartoons visualizes 
creativity very well - that sudden “aha!” moment when it all comes 
together. Some have said that it’s something mysterious and puzzling, 
perhaps impossible to figure out. Some have said it must be divine 
inspiration. Creativity is thinking the impossible, and then doing what 
no one else has done before, sometimes discovering completely new 
horizons. If you’ve taken a new approach to a problem and it works, 
then you’re using your creativity. 

Creativity comes in many forms. It can be scientific creativity, 
resulting in inventions or medical cures. It can be artistic or musical, 
resulting in beautiful paintings, sculptures or operas and songs. It can 
be creative writing, designing new business processes or translating 
the mundane into something exciting. The important thing to 
remember is that creativity includes generating the idea or concept, 
as well as applying that idea and producing or manifesting the end 
product or result. Creativity or imagination is an integral part of 
taking our careers to the next level and producing stellar results in the 
marketplace. A two-year in-house creativity course offered at General 
Electric resulted in a sixty percent increase in concepts available for 
patents, according to the Wall Street Journal. In 1999, after investing 
over two million dollars in research and development, Hewlett Packard 
generated more than 1,300 applications for patents. 

So, how can your company keep its employees happily coming 
up with great, innovative ideas? Look out for creative people and 

recognise them for the intelligent innovators that they are. Create 
an atmosphere that’s conducive to creativity. You need to let the 
ideas come forth and thrive. Be tolerant about ideas that don’t work 
out initially. There’s always a next time when more fresh ideas can 
be implemented. Acknowledge the people in your organisation that 
generate new ideas. It’s important to show visible support. Reward 
the innovators with public recognition, monetary rewards, or both. 
Managers and employees should bring about creative changes in 
the company together, shaping a culture that allows for a feeling of 
security for those creative ideas. It should provide an environment 
where people can feel secure about expressing those ideas, without 
being fearful of criticism or ridicule. The feelings of respect will foster 
inspiration, and minimize negativity or critical judgments. The perfect 
atmosphere would be one of encouragement, motivation, good 
training, and lots of opportunities to be creative. 

If your creativity is allowed to blossom, your heart and soul for 
your career returns as well. This could change the face of the work 
place. Many companies try to avoid encouraging creativity. They 
feel it could lead to chaos. They say that it would be illogical, unruly, 
and uncontrollable. This needn’t be the case, if approached in the 
proper manner. If you encourage creativity within your company and 
support the talented and responsible people, it will help you compete, 
regardless of your industry. According to Fortune Magazine (January 
1998), highly motivated employees are up to 127% more productive 
than those averagely motivated employees in complex jobs. It’s simple 
- if employees feel satisfied and encouraged in their jobs, they will 
become more motivated and thereby become more productive. 

In many organisations, smart employers are beginning to see the 
advantage of closely-knit teams working together to form creative, 
problem-solving forces. They’ve begun using a more open kind of 
office, omitting walls between the departments. They’re making use 
of more computers and other forms of communication with each 
other. Department heads are working more closely with the lower 
levels, so they are aware of what’s happening at all times. The chain 
of command is made simpler, responsibilities are expanded, and 
creative and innovative ideas are welcomed and encouraged. In any 
job or profession, there are problems to be solved; and where there is 
problem solving, there will be creative thought. 

Unfortunately, workaholics are not conducive to creativity. Sometimes 
we need to rest and relax in order again to become productive. 
Problems that seemed beyond your reach while brainstorming might 
come so much easier when your mind is rested and free of stress and 
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worry. Watch out too for the frustration that can come at you. Long 
hours of preparation and anguish, when the answer doesn’t present 
itself, can often lead to total despondency with the whole project. You 
just want to throw up your hands and yell, “I quit!”. But don’t! That’s 
just the “darkness before the dawn”, as they say. Stay persistent. 
The answer is out there and you’ll find it; just don’t give up. It’s not 
that a problem is unsolvable; sometimes, people give up too quickly. 
Sometimes, you just have to let that thought simmer in your brain 
for a while, let things gel a bit. Maybe you just need to “sleep on it”. 
Let your subconscious work on it for the night. Often times, going 
on about your usual business, getting ready for work, showering and 
shaving will break the dam and the brilliant ideas just pop to the 
surface of your brain. A long walk or doing something that you really 
enjoy will make all the difference. You just need to relax and let those 
ideas simmer in your brain until they’re done. Maybe it’s time to chill 
a bit. Try to take a break often during your day and let your mind rest 
a bit. Our world is encroaching on our thinking time, all during the 
day. Your boss, associates and colleagues, all want to tell you what 
you should be doing, every minute of the day. Sometimes, you just 
need a break from all the mind controlling going on and think your 
own creative thoughts. William Shakespeare said, “No profit grows 
where no pleasure is taken, in short, study what thou dost affect”. 
Simply put, do what you love and you will succeed. You work hardest 
where your heart lies. 

Keeping a journal is an excellent way to avoid losing all those 
marvellous ideas that your creative mind is capable of churning out. 
Watch out for the notorious “inner critic”. This is simply that little 
voice in your head that tells you it’s impossible for you to solve this 
problem. It’s the old “if others haven’t been able to solve this muddle, 
what makes you think you can?” critic. Disregard this voice. Allow 
yourself that spontaneous creativity. Each person has their own way 
to bring his/her creativity to the fore. Remember, developing creative 
ideas is not enough. You must back them up with action. 

Whether it’s on the job or at home with your family, the creativity 
you possess is a vital tool in your life. Don’t be so hard on yourself if 
things don’t work out the first time. Be an observant human, tap into 
your creativity, watch everything, learn, and don’t be afraid to ask the 
dumb questions. You know what they say - the only dumb question 
is the one you didn’t ask. Implement this yourself, and see if you can 
make a change for the better in your own organisation. Robert Ringer 
said, “Nothing happens until something moves”. Put those wonderful 
ideas into motion. Take action. 

cover

Estienne de Beer is a Professional Speaker and Leadership Coach. 
He is the author of the book “Boosting Your Career - Tips From Top 
Executives”. To receive his free personal development newsletter or to 
browse e-books for your success, visit his website at  
www.leader2leaders.com <http://www.leader2leaders.com> or  
e-mail him at estienne@lantic.net.
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ccounting for customer 
contributions has until recently 
been an area that has been 

subject to varying accounting treatments. 
The term ‘customer contribution’ generally 
refers to a situation where an entity receives 
contributions, in the form of cash or other 
assets, from a customer or prospective 
customer or another third party entity, for 
example:

“A property developer may be required 
to install an electricity substation to 
service a new housing development and 
the developer must then contribute the 
substation to the utility that operates the 
electricity network. The utility must use the 
substation to provide access to electricity 
to the future homeowners. The homeowners 
may choose to purchase their electricity 
from suppliers other than the utility, but 
the utility always provides the distribution.” 
(IASB, 2008)

To encourage standardised practice in 
respect of accounting for the receipt of 
these ‘customer contributions’ in the annual 
financial statements of an access provider, 
the International Financial Reporting 
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) has 
issued IFRIC Draft Interpretation D24, 
Customer Contributions. It is important at 
this stage to note that the IFRIC concluded 
that the accounting treatment is not 
the same as was suggested in IFRIC 12, 
Service Concession Arrangements as the 
transactions are fundamentally different 
(refer IFRIC D24.BC 29 and BC 30).

The IFRIC has sought to make a distinction 
between those customer contributions 
of assets, such as property, plant and 
equipment and those in the form of cash. 
Customer and cash contributions have, 
therefore, been defined in IFRIC D24, 
Customer Contributions, as follows:

A customer contribution is:

• an item of property, plant and equipment

• that is contributed 
• to an access provider.
A cash contribution is:
• a payment of cash 
• to an access provider
• who is then required to acquire or 

construct an item of property, plant and 
equipment.

The property, plant and equipment
• must be used
• to provide access 
• to a supply of goods or services 
• to a customer or customers (in some 

cases by operating a network) 
Customers are generally required to pay 
additional amounts at market rate for the 
goods and services supplied.

(IFRIC D24.5 and .6)

Accounting for customer contributions
The first issue that is considered by 
IFRIC D24 is whether an asset should be 
recognised by the access provider in respect 
of the customer contribution. In order 
to answer this question, one has to go 
back to the definition of an asset and the 
recognition criteria as contained in the IASB 
Framework. If the customer contribution 
meets the definition and recognition 
criteria, the next question is how to 
measure the asset and what the credit 
entry has to be. In terms of IAS 16.24 (AC 
123), Property, Plant and Equipment, where 
an item of property, plant and equipment 
is received in exchange for non-monetary 
assets, fair value should be used on initial 
recognition.

The entity that receives a customer 
contribution has an obligation to provide 
ongoing access to a supply of goods and 
services, by using the contributed access. 
This obligation will need to be recognised 
in the annual financial statements of the 

A
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access provider. It is suggested that the 
obligation should be measured at the fair 
value of the contribution received.

In terms of IFRIC D24.11, the obligation must 
then be reduced and revenue recognised as 
access to a supply of goods or services is 
provided. By concluding that revenue needs 
to be recognised, the following was taken 
into account by the IFRIC:

• That the provision of access will most likely 
be part of the ordinary activities of the 
access provider.

• By settling the obligation to provide 
access, equity will increase (not related 
to owner contributions), therefore the 
definition of income as stated in the 
Framework is met.

cover

CUSTOMER

(IASB, 2007a)

Table 1: What are the journal entries to record the transaction in the records of 
entity B (the access provider)? 

Obligation to provide service 40
 Revenue 40

To recognise service performed and settlement of the obligation.

Cost of sales 150
 Cash 150

To record cash payments made by B to provide the ongoing services. 

Cash 250
 Revenue 250

To record cash receipts from A for ongoing services.

Depreciation 40
 Property, plant and equipment 40

To record depreciation of the contributed asset. 

If the arrangement lasts for a significant 
period, the time value of money should be 
taken into account. The period over which 
the revenue will be recognised shall be the 
period over which the obligation to provide 
the access exists. This period may be shorter 
than the useful life of the assets, but cannot 
be longer.

Example 1: An entity concludes that 
it has received an asset that it may 
recognise 
Entity A contributes asset X to Entity 
B. Asset X has a fair value of R400 and 
useful economic life of 10 years. Entity B is 
responsible for maintaining asset X. Entity 
A will pay entity B R250 pa for 10 years for 
an ongoing service that is provided using 
asset X. The cost to entity B of providing 

these services is R150 pa. If Entity A had 
not provided the asset, entity B would have 
charged entity A an additional R50 pa. 

Has an asset transferred to B? 
Yes, entity B will receive the future economic 
benefits of the asset by way of cash inflows and 
profits. It can restrict access to the asset (no 
other parties are allowed to use it without B’s 
permission) see table 1.

Implications of a possible lease 
arrangement

Before the asset can be recognised, it has 
to be determined whether this arrangement 
to provide access contains a lease of the 
asset back to the customer. For this purpose 
reference must be made to IAS 17 (AC 105), 
Leases and IFRIC 4, Determining whether an 
Arrangement contains a Lease. 

If the arrangement does contain a lease, 
the lease has to be classified as either an 
operating or a finance lease. When a finance 
lease is applicable, the entity does not have 
an asset that it may recognise (and as a 
result the obligation is also not recognised). 
This is because the entity has settled its 
obligation to provide the customer with 
access to a supply of foods or services, by 
returning the asset to the customer by way 
of a finance lease. The access provider has 
a right to set off the liability against the 
finance lease receivable, because the finance 
lease receivable will be settled by the entity 
performing the ongoing obligations.

Example 2: An entity concludes that 
it has received an asset that it may 
recognise and the ongoing service 
contains an operating lease 

Exactly the same information applies as in 
example 1. However, in this example, entity 
B assesses whether the ongoing service 
arrangement contains a lease using IFRIC 4 
and concludes that it does. Because the 

Years 1 - 10 
During years 20X1 - 20X10, entity B incurs costs of R150, and makes sales of R250. The following journal entries  
are required: 

20X0, when the asset is contributed 
At 20X0, the asset is recognised by entity B (at fair value):

Dr
R

Cr
R

Property, plant and equipment 400

 Obligation to provide service 400

ONTRIBUTIONS
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asset may only be used to provide a service 
to customer A, the service cannot be provided 
without the use of asset X, and customer 
A dictates the output from the asset, the 
arrangement contains a lease of asset X. 

Is the lease a finance or an operating 
lease? 
In this example, entity B assesses the lease 
arrangement in accordance with IAS 17. It 

determines that substantially all of the risks 
and rewards of ownership have remained 
with entity B and therefore concludes that 
the ongoing service contract contains an 
operating lease. 

What is the lease rental? 

Entity B has leased an asset with a fair value 
of R400 to entity A. It computes a lease 
rental of R40 pa. see table 2.

At 20X0, the asset is recognised by entity B (at fair value): Dr
R

Cr
R

Property, plant and equipment 400
 Obligation to provide service 400
The asset is then leased back to entity A:

Table 3: What are the journal entries to record the transaction in the records of 
entity B? 
20X0, when the asset is contributed

Finance lease receivable 400
 Property, plant and equipment 400

The obligation is considered to be a prepayment of the lease and so the finance lease receivable is reduced by the 
prepayment received: 

Obligation to provide service 400
 Finance lease receivable 400

(IASB, 2007a)

(IASB, 2007b)

Table 4: What are the journal entries to record the transaction in the records of 
entity B (the access provider)? 

Dr Cr
R R

Obligation to provide service 20

 Revenue 20

To recognise service performed and settlement of the obligation.

20X0, when the asset is constructed Dr Cr
R R

Cash 100
 Obligation to provide service 100

To account for the receipt of the cash contribution

Property, plant and equipment 90
Cash 90

To account for the construction of the property, plant and equipment

Years 1 - 5 
During years 20X1 - 20X5, the following journal entries are required: 

Depreciation 18
 Property, plant and equipment 18

To record depreciation of the asset. 

All the journals are the same as in example 1, except the following:

Years 1 – 10 Dr Cr

R R

Obligation to provide service 40
 Rental income (instead of revenue in example 1) 40
To recognise service performed and settlement of the obligation.

Table 2: What are the journal entries to record the transaction in the records of 
entity B? 

(IASB, 2007a) 

Example 3: An entity concludes that 
it has received an asset that it may 
recognise and the ongoing service 
contains a finance lease 
Example 3 contains exactly the same 
information as example 1, except that 
in example 3 entity B assesses the lease 
arrangement in accordance with IAS 17. It 
determines that substantially all of the risks 
and rewards of ownership have transferred 
back to entity A and therefore concludes 
that the ongoing service contract contains a 
finance lease. 

Entity B has leased an asset with a fair value 
of R400 to entity A. The lease rental is R50 
pa and the interest rate implicit in the lease 
is 4.25%. 

Entity B determines that:

• it has a right to set off the finance lease 
receivable and the obligation to perform 
future services; and 

• it intends to settle the finance lease 
receivable and the obligation to perform 
future services on a net basis. 

Entity B therefore sets off the finance lease 
receivable and the obligation to perform 
future services in the balance sheet.  
See table 3.

Accounting for cash contributions
When accounting for cash contributions, the 
first consideration is whether the property, 
plant and equipment that must be acquired 
or constructed will meet the definition and 
recognition criteria of an asset. If not, the cash 
contribution will be recognised as proceeds for 
providing the asset to the customer, by either 
using IAS 11 (AC 109), Construction Contracts 
or IAS 19 (AC 111), Revenue.

If the definition and recognition criteria 
are met, the property, plant and equipment 
will be recognised and measured as it is 
constructed or acquired in accordance 
with IAS 16 (AC 123), Property, Plant and 
Equipment. In this case the obligation to 
provide the access has to be recognised and 
it will be measured with reference to the cash 
contribution received.

An entity receiving the cash contribution has 
the same obligation as an entity receiving 
a customer contribution. The acquisition/
constructing of the item of property, plant and 
equipment (in case of a cash contribution) is 
a necessary activity and an integral part in 
providing the access to a customer. The cash 
contribution is therefore an advance payment 
for the provision of the access.

Example 4: Cash contribution
Entity B receives a cash contribution of R100 
in 20X0. As a result, it is required to construct 
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Step 1: Has an asset 
transferred?

No accounting consequences to record

Initially record the 
asset at fair value with 
a corresponding credit 
recorded as an obligation to 
perform ongoing services.

Step 2: Does the ongoing 
service arrange-ment 
include a lease-back of the 
asset to the customer?

Identify the service the 
contribution relates to and 
recognise the revenue from 
satisfying the obligation 
in profit or loss over the 
period that access to that 
service is provided.

Depreciate the asset over 
the useful economic life of 
that as-set. 

(Example 1)

Identify the service the 
contribution relates to and 
recognise the revenue from 
satisfying the obligation 
in profit or loss over the 
period that access to that 
service is provided.

Derecognise the PPE 
recognised in Step 1 
and replace it with a 
finance lease receivable. If 
conditions are met set the 
finance lease receivable off 
against the obligation to 
provide access.

(Example 3)

Identify the service the 
contribution relates to and 
recognise the revenue from 
satisfy-ing the obligation 
in profit or loss over the 
period that access to that 
service is pro-vided.

Compute the lease 
payments in accor-dance 
with IFRIC 4 and recognise 
them in profit or loss as 
rental income over the life 
of the lease.

Depreciate the asset over 
the useful eco-nomic life of 
that as-set. 

(Example 2)

Is the lease an operating lease or a finance lease 
in accordance with IAS 17?

No

Yes

OperatingFinance

Yes

No

cover

an item of property, plant and equipment. 
Construction occurs in 20X0. The cost of 
construction is R90. The property, plant 
and equipment has a useful economic life 
of five years and entity B will use the asset 
to provide access to a supply of goods or 
services to the customer for a period of five 
years. See table 4 opposite.

Conclusion
A reporting entity will not be required to 
apply this draft retrospectively, as it is 
deemed impracticable to establish a fair 
value for assets that had been contributed 
in the past. It will therefore apply the draft 
prospectively to contributions received in 

periods beginning on or after the effective 
date of the Interpretation.
In conclusion the following decision tree 
may assist preparers of financial reports in 
applying the information as contained in the 
draft interpretation:
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1. Introduction

In Part 1, capital distributions arising in terms of the provisions of 
the Companies Act, 1973 (the Act) in the context of the dividend 
definition and the treatment of capital distributions for capital gains 
tax (CGT) purposes prior to 1 October 2007 were examined. The 
record-keeping requirements of which shareholders would need to 
be aware in order to take capital distributions into account in their 
CGT determinations were also highlighted. Part 1 further referred, in 
broad terms, to the amendments to the CGT regime regarding capital 
distributions embodied in the Revenue Laws Amendment Act, No. 35 
of 2007 (the Amendment Act). The amendments increase the urgency 
for shareholders to ensure that their records are complete and 
that they understand the CGT implications of capital distributions, 
including the potential cash flow implications of the amendments. 

In Part 2, these amendments are explored more fully and the 
new treatment of dividends paid out of pre-acquisition profits to 
shareholders in the same group is briefly examined.

2. The old and the new treatment for capital distributions

In terms of paragraph 74 of the Eighth Schedule, a ‘capital 
distribution’ is a distribution by a company that is not a dividend, or is 
a dividend that is exempt from secondary tax on companies by reason 
of section 64B(5)(c) of the Act. This would be, for example, where 
a company distributes original share premium to its shareholders 
instead of declaring a dividend. 

Prior to the amendment, capital distributions received before to 1 
October 2001 on shares disposed of after that date had the effect 
of reducing the base cost of the share. Whereas capital distributions 
received after 1 October 2001 were only added to proceeds in the year 
of disposal. 

It is submitted that some of the difficulties highlighted in Part 1 
may have prompted the amendments to paragraph 761 and 76A2 

of the Eighth Schedule to the Income Tax Act. Under the old rules, 
capital distributions received after valuation date (1 October 2001) 
were treated as proceeds only on the eventual disposal of the shares 
(including deemed disposals, e.g. on the death of the taxpayer). Under 
the new regime, a capital distribution received after 1 October 2007 
must, in terms of the new paragraph 76A(1)(b), be treated as a part 
disposal in the year received or accrued. 

Part disposals are considered in paragraph 33. The approach in 
general is to establish the base cost that must be deducted from the 
capital distribution on a proportionate basis as follows: 

[(capital distribution/market value of entire holding as at the date of 
the distribution) x qualifying paragraph 20 expenditure (or paragraph 
29(4) market value at valuation date, if applicable)]. 

3. Transitional effects

Transitional effects were introduced by the amendments to facilitate 
the treatment of capital distributions received prior to 1 October 2007. 
The implications for these capital distribution are addressed below. 

3.1 Capital distributions received prior to valuation date:

Where a capital distribution was received prior to valuation date 
(normally 1 October 2001), the capital gain impact will occur on 
disposal of the share. The distribution must be treated as a reduction 
of the paragraph 20 expenditure. This treatment has remained 
unchanged by the Amending Acts. While there does not appear to 
be a limit to this reduction, logic would imply that paragraph 20 
expenditure could only be reduced to nil. However, in determining the 
valuation date value in such cases, it is submitted that the taxpayer 
would still have the options granted in paragraphs 26 and 27. It is 
further submitted that should the capital distributions received prior 
to valuation date exceed the qualifying expenditure per paragraph 
20, the adoption of market value as valuation date value would 
override such effects. Furthermore, as proceeds (in such a case) 
would always exceed such ‘reduced’ expenditure, paragraph 26 would 
allow the adoption of such market value and paragraph 27 would be 
inapplicable. It is possible that additional complications could arise in 
the determination of base cost, but those are beyond the scope of this 
article. Note that it would appear that this approach for pre-valuation 
date capital distributions is equally applicable to shares where the 
base cost is determined using the weighted average method (in 
contrast with capital distributions after valuation date – as  
detailed below). 

3.2 Capital distributions received after valuation date but prior to  
1 October 2007 (excluding the weighted average method):

Those capital distributions that had been received between valuation 
date and 1 October 2007 will have to be brought to account in one of 
two ways:

(a) If the share is disposed of prior to 1 July 2011, the capital 
distributions (received to date of disposal) will be added to the proceeds 
at disposal date (as was the case prior to the amendment); or

(b) If the share has not been disposed of by 1 July 2011, the capital 
distributions accumulated since valuation date to 1 October 2007 will 
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be treated as a part disposal of the share on 1 July 2011. This will have 
the potential effect of including taxable capital gains in the taxpayer’s 
2012 taxable income, resulting in the associated cash outflows.

3.3 Weighted average method – capital distributions prior to 1 
October 2007

Where the base cost of identical shares is established by means 
of the weighted average method (as contrasted with the specific 
identification or first-in-first-out methods) it requires somewhat 
different treatment due to the inherent nature of the method. This 
treatment applies in the case of capital distributions that were 
received between valuation date and 1 October 2007, and is provided 
for in the paragraphs 76(2) and 76A(2). Paragraph 76(2) provides that 
these capital distributions must be treated as a reduction of the total 
cost of the shares, the result being divided by the total number of 
shares in arriving at an equivalent weighted average cost per identical 
share. This treatment was (and remains) in place to alleviate problems 
that could otherwise arise on disposal of part of a holding of  
identical shares. 

In certain cases, the reduction to the total cost of shares by the 
amount of any capital distributions received between valuation date 
and 1 October 2007 might have resulted in a negative base cost. If the 
base cost at 31 December 2010 is negative in the case of those shares 
still held and not disposed of as at 1 July 2011, the new paragraph 
76A(2) provides that the shareholder must be treated as having a 
capital gain equal to that negative amount, and the base cost of the 
shares going forward must be treated as nil. The negative amount will 
have to be recognised as a capital gain as at 1 July 2011. 

4. Post 1 October 2007 capital distributions

Irrespective of the method to determine base cost, for capital 
distributions received after 1 October 2007, the formula discussed 
above will apply, namely: 

(capital distribution/market value of entire holding as at the date of 
the distribution) x qualifying paragraph 20 expenditure (or paragraph 
29(4) market value at valuation date, if applicable).

5. Dividends out of pre-acquisition profits

The proposed amendment to the dividend definition, by means of the 
insertion of paragraph (g) will also have CGT implications in terms of 
the rules for capital distributions. In terms of this amendment, with 
effect from 1 October 2007 any amount distributed to a shareholder 

that forms part of the same group (as defined in section 41 of the 
Act) is excluded from the definition of a dividend where that amount 
is treated as a reduction of the cost of the investment in accordance 
with ‘generally accepted accounting practice’ (that is, in the case of 
dividends paid out of pre-acquisition profits). The effect of this is that 
the company receiving the amount will not be able to treat it as a 
dividend accrued when determining its net dividend for STC purposes. 
Moreover, as the amount is not a dividend, it is a capital distribution, 
and must be treated as a part disposal in terms of paragraphs 76 and 
76A. Fortunately the amount will not comprise a deemed dividend 
in terms of section 64C(2)(a), as it is excluded by means of section 
64C(4)(a) - it is an amount that but for paragraph (g) of the dividend 
definition would have been a dividend. 

6. A point to note

Paragraph 76(1) and (2) was amended to exclude shares distributed in 
terms of unbundling transactions under section 46(1) of the Act. The 
base cost for such unbundled shares would be established by means 
of an apportionment of the base cost of the shares in the unbundling 
company, as they are effectively a replacement of part of the original 
shareholding. Therefore, the exclusion of such unbundled shares from 
the provisions relating to capital distributions in general is sensible. 
However, it should be borne in mind that this exclusion only relates 
to unbundlings in terms of section 46(1). Unbundled shares that do 
not qualify for the roll-over relief provided for in that section will be 
treated like any other capital distribution.

7. Conclusion

Shareholders would be advised to take steps as early as possible to 
establish the details relevant to capital distributions they may have 
received in the past. It would be inadvisable to wait until a query is 
received from SARS, which has ready access to full details of capital 
and dividend distributions, share trades, etc.

Shareholders should also take cognisance of distribution notices 
received to determine whether a capital distribution or dividend has 
been received. 

Craig West BCom, MCom, CA(SA) and Peter Cramer BCom (Hon), 
BCompt, MBA, CA(SA), are both senior lecturers in the Department of 
Accounting at the University of Cape Town.
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n the fast-paced business world, 
to purchase a “shelf company” 
or “shelf close corporation” has 

become a norm, simply because acquiring 
a “shelf” is both quicker and more efficient 
than incorporating the company or close 
corporation. The case of Airport Cold 
Storage (Pty) Ltd v Nizaar Ibrahim and Others 
(Airport Cold Storage case) reminds us that, 
as quick as this process may be, it is not 
without pitfalls, which could have disastrous 
consequences for a “shelf” purchaser.

Generally, when purchasing a “shelf”, a 
purchaser purchases a dormant company 
or close corporation that has already been 
incorporated, albeit with the founding 
documents reflecting the details of the seller. 
Before the founding documents are delivered 
to the purchaser, the purchaser provides 
the seller with all the required particulars to 
substitute for the seller’s details.

This note identifies one of the factors 
considered by the court in the Airport Cold 
Storage case in reaching its decision, in order 
to highlight one of the dangers in purchasing 
a “shelf”. The main issue in the Airport Cold 
Storage case was the contention by the 
plaintiff (which contention was, according 
to Griesel J, proved on the preponderance of 
probabilities) that the use of Sunset Beach 
Trading 232 CC (Sunset Beach) by the first 
defendant (the sole member of Sunset Beach 
and the son of the second defendant) and 
the second defendant (the “manager” of 
Sunset Beach and the father of the first 
defendant) constituted “a gross abuse of a 
juristic personality of the corporation as a 

separate entity” and was in contravention of 
s 65 of the Close Corporation Act No. 69 of 
1984 (as amended) (the CC Act). 

Briefly, Sunset Beach was incorporated as a 
“shelf CC” on 18 June 2004. On 20 January 
2005, and presumably on the eve of the 
first defendant’s taking transfer of Sunset 
Beach secretarial documents, the original 
sole member of Sunset Beach, one Christian 
Gouws, resigned from Sunset Beach and was 
replaced by the first defendant. However, 
“no other changes to the details contained 
in the original founding statement were 
recorded, nor was the new accounting officer 
appointed”.

The first and second defendants were found 
jointly and severally liable to Air Cold Storage 
(Pty) Ltd for the debts of Sunset Beach in the 
sum of R 278, 377.19 for reasons more fully 
outlined in the judgment. 

It is submitted that the failure by the first 
defendant to appoint the new accounting 
officer might have been due to his being 
unaware of the provisions of ss 59(3) and 
63(h) of the CC Act. Section 59(3) provides 
that “if a vacancy occurs in the office of 
an accounting officer, whether as a result 
of a removal, resignation or otherwise, the 
corporation shall within 28 days appoint 
another accounting officer”. Section 63(h) 
imposes personal liability for the debts of the 
corporation on individual members where a 
vacancy exists for more than six months.

In court, the first and second defendants 
contended that the founding statement 
registered in the office of the Registrar of 
Close Corporations contained the name of 

one Malherbe Laurens and, by implication, 
that Sunset Beach had an accounting officer. 
In response, Griesel J said that the contention 
by the defendants in this regard was “highly 
technical and formalistic…”, and that:

“It cannot be held that the mere reflection 
in the founding statement of the name of 
someone as accounting officer is sufficient 
compliance with the provisions of the Act”.

The lesson in Airport Cold Storage for 
the purchasers and sellers of “shelf close 
corporations” and “shelf companies” is to 
ensure that before a “shelf” is transferred 
to the purchaser, all the necessary changes 
should be made to reflect the information 
provided by the purchaser to avoid any 
future unpleasant repercussions.

In the context of close corporations, it is 
further important that the seller of a “shelf” 
ensures that the purchaser understands 
what needs to be changed in the founding 
statement to comply with the CC Act prior to 
the delivery of the “shelf” to the purchaser. 
This “social responsibility” is, in my view, 
further fortified by the fact that the CC Act 
introduced close corporations to bring about 
a simplified and cost-effective corporate 
structure in South Africa; therefore, it is 
submitted, the majority of people that use 
close corporations as corporate structures are 
likely to be people that may not understand 
minor intricacies of founding statements or 
the CC Act when purchasing a “shelf close 
corporation”. 

Siyabonga Shandu LLB, LLM, is an associate at 
Hofmeyr, Herbstein & Gihwala Inc.
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ince 1994, the South African government has been faced 
with an enormous challenge. After inheriting an almost 
bankrupt state and burdened with an acute skills shortage 

in the public sector, the government was under pressure to deliver on 
its mandate of providing a ‘better life for all’. 

While a lot of progress has been made in social delivery, there is still a 
massive backlog. Addressing these backlogs, while maintaining fiscal 
prudence, requires greater efficiency in the delivery of public services. 

So, what can be done to speed this up in a cost effective way? The 
answer may lie in increasing collaboration between the public and 
private sectors.

Public-private partnerships (PPPs) are a growing trend internationally 
as a means to use the strengths of the private sector to revive or 
build public services and infrastructure. Essentially, PPPs are contracts 
between the public and private sectors that are geared towards the 
efficient cost-effective delivery of public projects. 

Benefits of PPPs
At its best, PPPs create win-win situations. The private sector benefits 
from payments from the government and/or user fees for its services 
and, in exchange, lends its expertise to the partnership and carries a 
substantial amount of the risks. The public sector enjoys better value 
for money than it would through traditional procurement, it carries 
less risk and is able to accelerate service delivery.

PPPs leverage private sector skills, such as budgeting and project 
management, in social projects. PPPs make the skills in the private 
sector available to the public sector. Some projects also require a skills 
transfer from the private to the public sector.

When a PPP is signed, the future cost of the project is finalised, 
leading to greater budget certainty, and government generally only 
pays when services are delivered. The tax payer does not therefore pay 
for a service that is not operational and won’t be affected if the costs 
spiral over time – that risk is borne by the private entity.

PPPs in South Africa
In keeping with this global trend, the South African government has, 
since 1999, entered into partnerships with the private sector. 

In South Africa, PPPs are not seen as a simple outsourcing of 
functions nor as a donation by a private party for a public good, but 
rather as a long-term contract involving a substantial transfer of risk. 

Public private partnerships should also not be confused with 
privatisation. A PPP is not the privatisation of state assets or liabilities. 
In a PPP, the land belongs to the public entity, not to the private party, 
and the fixed assets developed in terms of the PPP are thus state 
property. Privatisation entails the sale or disposal of state property 
and function.

PPPs are seen to be an important service delivery mechanism, as 
they can facilitate rapid delivery of public projects. PPPs are also 
seen to be an important mechanism for advancing black economic 
empowerment in South Africa, with BEE targets outlined in a private 
party’s bid for a contract with the state. In each PPP project, there is a 
BEE scorecard with targets for equity, management and employment, 
subcontracting and local socio-economic impact. 

The roll-out of PPPs in South Africa is not without challenges of its 
own, such as the capacity constraints in both the public and private 
sectors and the deep-rooted mistrust between government and 
business. However, the pros of an appropriate, cost effective and 
mutually beneficial partnership far outweigh the cons. 

In 2007, there were 26 public private partnerships in active 
implementation in South Africa and this is set to continue into the future. 

As Finance Minister Trevor Manuel says, “although PPPs are but 
one avenue for procuring capital projects, the process followed is 
characterised by diligent planning and transparent bidding – features 
that should be encouraged for all procurement methods. Moreover, the 
pressing service delivery challenges across all spheres of government 
suggest that PPPs could play an even greater role in South Africa”.

Examples of South African PPPs
According to the National Treasury’s PPP Unit, successfully 
implemented PPPs in South Africa include:

Inkosi Albert Luthuli Hospital
This is one of the few paperless hospitals in the world. The private 
party is responsible for the provision and regular upgrading of state-
of-the-art medical equipment, facility management and IT systems. 
The integrated IT system allows for the diagnosis and treatment of 
patients from anywhere in the hospital: all patient information is 
available electronically to all medical staff at any time. 

Free State social grants 
This project allows pensions and other social grants to be provided to the 
rural poor using state of the art wireless technologies. The distribution 
method, which uses the electronic fingerprint recognition system, has 
created greater efficiencies and resulted in a massive reduction in fraud. 
Emergency healthcare is also provided to elderly pensioners. 

Gautrain Rapid Rail Link 
With a value of R25 billion, Gautrain is the largest infrastructure 
project in Africa delivered through a PPP. It has transferred significant 
construction, operational and financial risk to the private sector. 
Gautrain has shown that there can be a successful mix of public and 
private capital to achieve a strategic public infrastructure goal. 

Ian Macdonald BBus Sci, is the Online Editor at SA Good News. 
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e use kinesics unconsciously all the 
time in most of our interactions 
with people. But as an intentional, 

conscious skill, it is the most underrated and 
least used of all business skills. We are talking 
about good old body language. 

Dr. Albert Mehrabian, in his famous body 
language studies at UCLA, found that: 7 
percent of the emotional meaning of a 
message is composed of the actual words we 
use; 38 percent is communicated through the 
tone of voice and inflection; and 55% comes 
through our body language. This statistic 
reminds us that others believe the visual 
information that we make available to them 
before they believe the actual content of the 
words we use. 

Having an understanding of body language 
and its vital part of the communication 
process at an early stage in your career, could 
be a tremendous source of personal power 
and strength in building trust and rapport 
with the people with which you interact. 

What ignites body language?
Robert Cooper, an executive consultant, 
explains that our presence is a silent sphere 
of energy that emanates not only from our 
minds and physical form but from our hearts 
– which conveys, moment by moment, the 
emotional truth of who we really are deep 
down, and what we stand for, care about  
and believe. 

Think of the presence you command during 
interactions. What is it that makes you 
inspire a positive presence in one interaction 
but a negative presence in another? In our 
business, we have seen a number of clients 
whose presence has been undermined in 
certain interactions because they were 
viewed as rude, cold or aloof – not because 
of what they said but because of the 
message they were sending through their 
body language. Let’s look at an example: 
If you are at a networking event, greeting 

people with friendliness and respect, with 
your arms crossed because you feel self-
conscious, most people might view your 
presence as negative and ignore further 
interaction with you. However, if you greet 
the people with friendliness and respect, with 
your arms uncrossed, even if you still feel 
self-conscious, people might tend to view 
your presence as positive and initiate further 
interaction with you. 

From this scenario, it is evident that, 
although our body language is influenced 
by how we feel, the reverse is also true – we 
actually feel the way we do because of our 
behaviour. In other words, we may not feel 
self-assured by changing our thoughts, but 
we can assume that the actions of a positive 
presence and feelings can quickly catch up 
with the behaviour. As others “read” positive 
presence from our behaviour, they treat us 
with the greatest respect, which makes us 
feel self-assured. It is therefore important to 
ensure congruency between what you say 
and your body language. 

Knowing is not enough – practice 
makes perfect 
Your body language is your subconscious 
behaviour of your thoughts. It is therefore 
essential that you consciously take charge 
of your body language through continual 
practice. So where do you start? Firstly, 
understand the components of your 
body language. Secondly, evaluate your 
performance in each of these components. 
Thirdly, practice impactful, consistent but 
natural execution of the correct behaviour. 
You can ask the help of a consultant, read 
literature on the topic or use the behaviour 
and organisational culture policies of the 
business for which you work. Repetition 
increases accuracy and consistency. 
Eventually, your brain and muscles will 
respond automatically and subconsciously. It 
has got to feel authentic and genuine to you 
before it looks that way to others.

W

A DIFFERENT 

LANGUAGE 

CALLED KINESICS

What are the components of body 
language?
Professional and positive presence deals with 
four essential components: the effective use 
of personal space, posture and hands, eye 
contact and the smile. Lynne Marks, president 
of the London Image Institute, explains that 
there should be a good use of your personal 
bubble, meaning the space you claim around 
you. Good posture allows you naturally to 
claim your space. The ribs should be pulled 
up and the knees should be straight but not 
locked. People do not trust you as much if 
they cannot see your hands. Keeping both 
hands in your pockets is not only too informal 
but may also be interpreted as untrustworthy. 
Establishing eye contact immediately and 
smiling authentically gives others the sense 
that you are genuinely interested in them and 
the relationship to follow. 

Research shows that first impressions 
turn out to be 67 percent accurate, and 80 
percent of the decisions we make in business 
are judgment calls. We should therefore not 
forget the unleashed power of our unspoken 
word. Let us value Sigmund Frued’s words: 
“He that has eyes to see and ears to hear may 
convince himself that no mortal can keep a 
secret. If his lips are silent, he chatters with 
his fingers; betrayal oozes out of him at  
every pore”. 

Valuable resources:
Bixler, S & Nix-Rice, N (2005). The new Professional 
Image. USA: F+W Publications Company. 

Bixler, S & Dugan, LS (2001). 5 Steps to professional 
presence. USA: F+W Publications Company.

Taylor, R (2006). Transform the way you live 
and work. Develop Confidence. London: Dorling 
Kindersley. 

Adel du Plessis CA(SA) & Hermann du Plessis 
are part of Therapeia, a Seta accredited 
consulting, training and coaching business, 
focusing on the human capital growth of 
corporate companies and individuals.



t must be said, immediately, that these words are not 
directed against any officials of the South African Revenue 
Service, however much a few readers might consider them 

to be appropriate.

They were written in 1776 by Adam Smith, the Scottish economist, 
who lectured on logic and moral philosophy. His most famous work, 
of course, was An Enquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of 
Nations. His was the first major academic study of taxation (including 
customs and excise duties), which he premised upon the proposition 
that there is no art that one government sooner learns of another 
than that of draining money from the pockets of the people. In 
marked contrast to the reaction of readers to the title of this article, 
there will doubtless now be few readers who would disagree with 
Smith’s proposition.

Smith’s enquiry into taxation was founded upon the following four 
maxims, which Revenue officials and students of taxation alike would 
do well to remember:

1. The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards the support 
of the government, as nearly as possible, in proportion to their 
respective abilities.

2. The tax which each individual is bound to pay ought to be certain 
and not arbitrary.

3. Every tax ought to be levied at the time or in the manner in which 
it is most likely to be convenient for the contributor to pay it.

4. Every tax ought to be so contrived as both to take out and keep out 
of the pockets of the people as little as possible over and above 
what it brings into the public treasury of the state.

It was in the fourth context that Smith wrote that, by subjecting the 
people to the frequent visits and the odious examination of the tax-
gatherers, it may subject them to much unnecessary trouble, vexation 
and oppression; and though vexation is not, strictly speaking, an 
expense said Smith, it is certainly equivalent to the expense from 
which every man would be willing to redeem himself. Amen to that!

To put the matter in context, in the United Kingdom the proportion 
of the State’s revenue from direct taxes in the 18th century was low. A 
great deal of the revenue at that time came from customs and excise 
duties, especially on wine and spirits. And, not surprisingly, there was 
enormous customs and excise evasion which excited the attention of 
the odious tax-gatherers.

Two hundred years later, in 1975, the report of Professor J E Meade into 
the structure and reform of direct taxation in South Africa confirmed 
Adam Smith’s treatise, as did the Margo Commission in 1986 under the 
chairmanship of the erudite Mr Justice Margo.

On a more light hearted basis, and in marked contrast to Adam Smith, 
readers should enjoy the work of the late Sir Alan Herbert, who was 
for many years a barrister and a Member of Parliament in England. 
A prolific writer of humorous material, in Wigs at Work published by 
Penguin Books in 1966, Herbert has a mythical taxpayer giving evidence 
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in his own defence in court in a tax case brought against him by the 
Commissioner for Inland Revenue.

During cross-examination by counsel for the Commissioner, the 
taxpayer used a vivid though disrespectful figure of speech. Inland 
Revenue, he said, is like the barracuda, which prompted the judge to 
ask “Why the barracuda?” Herbert’s taxpayer, who is thought to be his 
alter ego, aggrieved at paying 47% income tax on his earnings and, 
two years later, a further 50% surtax on the same earnings responded: 
“The shark takes one of your legs and goes away M’Lord. The barracuda 
comes back and takes the other one”. The rates of income tax and surtax 
at that time were factual. In fact, in 1966, there was an additional 
investment income surcharge of 10% which brought the maximum 
marginal rate of tax, for that year only, to 107% for certain wealthy 
individuals. The surcharge was imposed just before the end of the tax 
year so as to prevent avoidance.

Thank goodness that the extortionately high rates of personal tax in 
South Africa and in Britain in the 1960s and 1970s are mercifully a 
thing of the past. Long may that continue!

Of course, the tax system in South Africa is by no means perfect and is 
still developing. While the profits from illegal transactions have always 
been taxable (see, for example, the early case in the Transvaal Provincial 
Division in 1918 of CIR v Delagoa Bay Cigarette Co Ltd) it is doubtful 
whether SARS has yet harnessed the tax from cyberspace crime.

Illegality poses a large number of tax problems. Money that an 
employee has embezzled from his employer has been held by the 

Supreme Court of the United States not to be taxable income in the 
hands of the employee, as he is legally liable to repay the money. 
Despite the liability to tax of many classes of unlawful gains, the 
US court held, in a subtle phrase, that “moral turpitude is not the 
touchstone of taxability”.

During the years of prohibition in the USA, a bootlegger claimed that 
the Fifth Amendment, which is directed against self-incrimination, 
entitled him not to file income tax returns and in the Circuit Court 
of Appeals he succeeded. However, the Supreme Court quickly 
overturned that judgment in 1927 in United States v Sullivan. “It 
would be an extreme if not extravagant application of the Fifth 
Amendment to say that it authorized a man to refuse to state the 
amount of his income because it had been made in crime. It was 
suggested that if a return were made the defendant would be entitled 
to deduct illegal expenses such as bribery. This by no means follows, 
but it will be time enough to consider the question when a taxpayer 
has the temerity to raise it,” said Holmes J. Quite so.

Students that may be interested in pursuing this matter, in a strictly 
professional sense I hasten to add, will find learned comment in A 
Second Miscellany-at-Law by Judge R E Megarry QC, published by 
Wildy & Sons Ltd , London in 2006. 

Penelope Webb, who for some years worked in industry, is a former tax 
partner of a large international accounting firm.
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“The shark takes one of your 
legs and goes away M’Lord.  
The barracuda comes back 
and takes the other one”.
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ie nuwe jaar, wat so bemoedigend 
begin het, het baie vinnig in ‘n 
ander gedaante begin ontwikkel. 

Die politieke geluide wat op Polokwane 
gevolg het, wat veral verwys na ‘n 
ontwikkelingsstaat filosofie, om die 
produksiekant van die ekonomie aan te 
moedig, maar wat waarskynlik net meer 
herverdeling, staatsbesteding en uiteindelik 
inflasie sal veroorsaak.

Terwyl ons nog besig was om hierdie 
gedagtes te verwerk, verras Eskom ons toe, 
met verlammende grootskaalse beurtkrag 
dwarsdeur die land. Eers later het dit 
geblyk dat die land se kragstasies vir te 
lank oorbelaai was en begin uitskop het. 
Gebrekkige instandhouding was waarskynlik 
maar net een van die probleme.

Selfs die mynbou was in Januarie lam 
gelê vir ten minste ‘n volle week, terwyl 
daar in Februarie net gedeeltelike 
elektrisiteitsverskaffing was. 

Die land het begin gewoond raak aan die 
gedagte, dat dit permanent met 10%-20% 
minder Eskomkrag sal moet klaarkom, ten 
minste tot dat die groot nuwe kragstasies 
beskikbaar gestel word erens in die volgende 
dekade.

Dit is moeilik om vas te stel hoe al hierdie 
slegte nuus mense en besighede se sienings 
oor die toekoms verander het. Daar was 
alreeds duidelik ‘n groot aanpassing op pad 
in verbruiksbesteding. Dit het verlede jaar 
gehalveer op jaarbasis, van 8-9% groei in 
2006 tot 4% in die loop van 2007.

Veral motorverkope het deurgeloop. 
Passasiersmotors het verlede jaar 10% gedaal, 
en die afgelope maand weer 15% gedaal.  

Die vooruitsigte vir motorverkope is tot -7% 
hierdie jaar, maar dit kan uiteindelik nog 
swakker word.

Die kleinhandel gaan ook deur ‘n beproewing, 
veral meubels en elektriese toebehore. Selfs die 
daaglikse aankopies van nie-duursame goedere 
en dienste is onder druk, gegewe verlies aan 
koopkrag vir baie verbruikers. Dit alles as gevolg 
van 13% kosinflasie, 24% petrolinflasie en ‘n 
tweederde styging in die skulddienslas relatief 
tot huishoudings se inkomste.

Dat dinge, inderdaad besig is om sleg 
skeef te loop, kan ook in die bounywerheid 
waargeneem word. Goedgekeurde bouplanne, 
aangepas vir inflasie, het sterk begin daal. 

Eers was dit net vir residensiële bouplanne, 
veral meenthuise en woonstelle. 

Ontwikkelaars is nie net getref deur die 
stygende rentekoerse en boukoste wat 
bekostigbaarheid duidelik verminder het 
nie. Daar was ook toenemende probleme by 
munisipaliteite om dienste te verskaf, veral 
elektrisiteit. 

Dit is alles baie verder vererger toe Eskom se 
probleme verlede maand eers werklik sigbaar 
geword het. Die dempende uitwerking 
daarvan op die boubedryf is waarskynlik nog 
steeds aan die toeneem.

Vanjaar kan residensiël geboue se voltooing 
selfs ‘n absolute daling van 5% tot 10% wys. 
Hoewel hierdie segment net 10% van totale 
vaste investering uitmaak, is dit nogtans ‘n 
teken dat alles nie reg is nie.

Ons sien ook dieselfde verskynsels elders 
in die boubedryf. Selfs nie-residensiël, soos 
kantoorgeboue en kleinhandelwinkels, se 
bouplanne is nou besig om te daal. Dit in 
‘n marksegment waar daar tot onlangs net 
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VERLAMMENDE SWARTGALLIGE MISMOEDIGHEID

sprake was van ‘n oplewing wat nog baie jare 
moes aanhou. 

Daar is blykbaar ‘n redelike versigtigheid besig 
om pos te vat. Dit mag inderdaad nie alles 
verklaarbaar wees deur stygende rentekoerse, 
boukoste en ‘n swakker ekonomie nie. 
Moontlike nie-ekonomiese redes, soos 
munisipale probleme, om dienste te verskaf, 
en selfs politieke onsekerheid, mag alles ‘n rol 
begin speel het.

Eskom se uitwerking op vaste investering 
vorentoe is ook nog onseker in ander 
marksegmente. Sal ondernemings voortgaan 
met hul uitbreidings, en selfs groter koste 
aangaan om Eskom-onafhanklikheid te 
verseker? Of is mense besig om versigtig af 
te skaal? Dit alles gaan bepalend wees vir 
bestedingsvraag, maar ook vir werkgeleentheid 
en loonaanpassings. Dit mag ook die verloop 
van rentekoerse beinvloed.

Komende maande sal uitwys hoe die land 
werklik dink oor al hierdie dinge. Veral 
meningsopnames sal uitwys hoe bestuur 
oor sake dink, en behoort lig te werp op die 
vraag, of verbruikers, baie onderling van 
mekaar verskil.

Die eerste kwartaal van 2008 is gekenmerk 
deur swartgalligheid, mismoedigheid en kla 
oor die verlammende uitwerking van Eskom 
se manewales. Hopelik sal dit in die komende 
kwartale ietswat beter gaan soos ons dinge 
weer onder beheer kry, en die ergste nie 
oorsee gebeur nie. 

Cees Bruggemans is hoofekonoom van  
First National Bank. Besoek sy webwerf  
www.fnb.co.za/economics en skryf in op sy 
vrye e-pos artikels.
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his article considers certain aspects of the rules 
governing objections and appeals and particularly whether 
a taxpayer will succeed with his/her request that the 

payment of the tax be postponed pending the finalisation of an 
objection and appeal.

Objection and Appeal

The rules regulating the lodging of objections and noting appeals 
have been significantly amended. This occurred by way of the 
promulgation of regulations under section 107A of the Act, which 
took effect on 1 April 2003. Those rules are applicable to all fiscal 
disputes, and aspects relating thereto will now be considered.

Postponement of Payment of Tax Pending the Finalisation 
of an Objection and Appeal

One of the issues that must be considered at the time that a dispute 
arises on an assessment is whether the taxpayer is legally required 
to pay tax due per the assessment or whether he/she should seek a 
postponement of payment of the tax reflected as due. 

Section 88 of the Act deals with the payment of the tax pending an 
appeal in the following terms:

“The obligation to pay and a right to receive and recover any tax 
chargeable under this Act shall not, unless the Commissioner so 
directs, be suspended by any appeal or pending the decision of a 
court of law under section 86A, but if any assessment is altered 
on appeal or in conformity with any such decision or a decision 
by the Commissioner to concede the appeal to the Tax Board or 
to the Tax Court or to such court of law, a due adjustment shall 
be made, amounts paid in excess being refunded with interest at 
the prescribed rate, such interest being calculated from the date 
approved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner to be the date 
on which such excess was received and amounts short-paid being 
recoverable with interest calculated as provided in section 89.”

The above section thus regulates the question of whether a taxpayer 
is legally required to pay an assessment against which an appeal has 
been lodged.

Unfortunately, the section does not deal with the intervening 
period, i.e. from the date upon which the taxpayer receives an 
assessment and lodges an objection thereto until such objection is 
disallowed. This point had been raised with the Commissioner: SARS 

previously, but it has still not been addressed in the Act. Usually, 
the Commissioner will deal with the request for postponement of 
payment of tax even though the case is still on objection under the 
provisions of section 88 of the Act.

The legal requirement to pay tax in dispute is referred to as the “Pay 
Now, Argue Later” rule, which has been considered by the courts on a 
number of occasions.

The fiscal statutes provide that even though a taxpayer has lodged 
an objection against an assessment, or has noted an appeal against 
the disallowance of an objection to an assessment, they must pay the 
tax reflected as due. The provisions found in section 88 of the Act are 
similar to those contained in section 36 of the Value Added Tax Act 
and other provisions contained in the various fiscal statutes in  
the country.

Thus, the Commissioner is legally entitled to insist that the taxpayer 
pays the tax due according to the assessment whether the taxpayer 
has accepted that assessment or has noted an objection thereto.

In Metcash Trading Ltd vs The Commissioner: SARS and the Minister 
of Finance (63 SATC 13) the Constitutional Court stated that the 
provisions of the Value Added Tax in dispute make up the “Pay Now, 
Argue Later” rule and comprise:

• payment of an assessment is not suspended by an appeal;

• the Commissioner may enforce payment of the unpaid tax by filing 
a statement with the Court, which acts as a civil judgment; and

• places the correctness of the assessment beyond challenge in 
any proceedings to collect the tax reflected as due.

Under the provisions of the various sections in the Act and the VAT 
Act, the Commissioner may, in certain cases, agree to a postponement 
of the payment of the tax in dispute. Unfortunately, the legislation 
does not itself contain guidelines of when the Commissioner will 
exercise his discretion in favour of the taxpayer.

In those cases where the taxpayer exhausts the appeal procedures 
available, and the Court confirms the tax reflected as due and 
payable, the taxpayer will remain indebted to the Commissioner. The 
Commissioner, however, may insist that the taxpayer pays the tax 
reflected as owing, even though the taxpayer has noted an appeal 
against the disallowance of an objection to an assessment.
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Taxpayers have sought to argue that the “Pay Now, Argue 
Later” rule violates the right of the taxpayer to have the case 
for postponement of payment adjudicated by a court of 
law. Alternatively, taxpayers have sought to show that the 
rule violates their right to administrative justice (see for 
example Smart Phone SP (Pty) Ltd vs ABSA Bank Ltd and 
Another 2004 (3) SA 65 (W) and Contract Support Services 
(Pty) Ltd vs Commissioner : South African Revenue 
Services and Others 1999 (3) SA 1133 (W)). 

In the Metcash case, the High Court decided that the recovery 
procedures contained in the VAT Act violated the taxpayer’s right of 
access to court contained in section 34 of the Final Constitution and 
referred the decision to the Constitutional Court. The Constitutional 
Court therefore had to balance the need for SARS to have legislation to 
enforce paying tax, thereby ensuring the proper collection of taxation 
and the rights of taxpayers.

The counsel for Metcash argued that the provisions of the VAT Act 
ousted the power of the court to intervene in the dispute regarding 
postponement of payment with SARS. Counsel sought to have the 
specific provisions contained in the Value Added Tax Act set aside as 
taxpayers could not approach the court for relief, namely that sections 
36(1), 40(2)(a) and 40(5) of the Value Added Tax Act 89 of 1991 should 
be held invalid vis-à-vis the Constitution.

Kriegler J, in delivering the court’s decision, emphasised that the court 
was considering the provisions of the VAT Act and not any other fiscal 
statute. He illustrated the mechanics of the VAT system whereby the 
vendor charges customers VAT and must pay it over to SARS. The 
vendor in turn must pay VAT on goods and services acquired by it 
and can, to the extent allowed under the VAT Act, recover such VAT 
against the VAT due to SARS. The VAT payable by a vendor to SARS is a 
particular tax that stands on its own footing. Kriegler J stated  
as follows:

“[16] The first significant point to note is that VAT, quite unlike 
Income Tax, does not give rise to a liability only once an assessment 
has been made. VAT is a multi-stage tax, it arises continuously. 
Moreover VAT vendors/taxpayers bear the ongoing obligation to keep 
the requisite records, to make periodic calculations of the balance 
of output totals over and above deductible input totals (and any 
other permissible deductibles) and to pay such balances over to the 
fisc. It is therefore a multi-stage system with both continuous self-
assessment and predetermined periodic reporting/paying.

[17] An even more important feature of VAT, particularly in 
contradistinction to income tax, is that vendors are in a sense 

involuntary tax collectors. In principle VAT is payable on each 
and every sale; the VAT percentage, the details for its calculation 
and the timetable for periodic repayment are statutorily pre-
determined, and it is left to the vendor to ensure that the correct 
periodic balance is calculated, appropriated and paid over in respect 
of each tax period. By like token, the regularity of VAT payments 
on the one hand ensures a steady and generally more accurately 
predictable stream of revenue via a multi-stage taxation that is 
perceived as resting less heavily on the taxpayer, but on the other 
hand it does require a great deal of book-keeping by vendors and 
policing by the revenue authorities.”

The judge drew a clear distinction between Value Added Tax, a self-
assessment system, versus income tax, which requires SARS to assess 
tax returns submitted. A question I raise is: if the matter before the 
court was not a VAT matter, but an income tax matter, would the 
court reach the same conclusion? The Business Day dated 17 May 
2002 on page 1 thereof contained an article reporting that the High 
Court had once again upheld the “Pay Now, Argue Later” rule in an 
income tax matter. The case upon which the report was based was 
David C King vs The Commissioner for the South African Revenue 
Service. (Not reported, Case No. 12508/02 Transvaal Provincial 
Division).

Kriegler J considered whether the provisions contained in sections 
36(1), 40(2)(a) and 40(5) of the Value Added Tax Act ousted the 
taxpayer’s right of access to the courts in the country. The court 
decided the following:

“[72] The first three issues identified above have now been analysed. 
This analysis indicates that ss36(1), 40(2)(a) and 40(5) of the Act do not 
oust the jurisdiction of the courts of law. To the extent that   
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it can be argued that section 40(5) does indeed limit an aggrieved 
vendor’s access to an ordinary court of law, such limitation is justified 
under section 36 of the constitution.” 

Thus, in respect of the constitutional challenge, the Constitutional 
Court reversed the court a quo’s decision.

The Commissioner’s counsel in the Metcash case stated the following 
at paragraph 5.61 of its Heads of Argument:

“The Commissioner, on application would obviously be required to 
exercise a proper discretion and would be subject to the discipline 
of administrative law.” 

(This is available on the Constitutional Court website at the address  
http://www.concourt.gov.za.)

The Constitutional Court needed to consider the discretion granted 
to the Commissioner to postpone paying tax pending an appeal as 
enshrined in section 36 of the Value Added Tax Act, Act 89 of 1991. 
This provision is for all practical purposes identical to that contained 
in section 88 of the Act. 

Kriegler J dealt with the exercise of the discretion contained in section 
36 of the Value Added Tax Act, as follows:

‘[42] The Commissioner, in exercising the power under s36, is 
clearly implementing legislation and as such the exercise of the 
s36 power constitutes administrative action and falls within the 
administrative justice clause of the constitution. I cannot agree 
with Snyders J to the extent that she considered the exercise of the 
discretion conferred upon the Commissioner in s36 of the Act not 
to be reviewable. The Act gives the Commissioner the discretion 
to suspend an obligation to pay. It contemplates, therefore that 
notwithstanding the “pay now, argue later” rule, there will be 
circumstances in which it would be just for the Commissioner to 
suspend the obligation to make payment of the tax pending the 
determination of the appeal. What those circumstances are will 
depend on the facts of each particular case. The Commissioner 
must, however, be able to justify his decision as being rational. 
The action must also constitute “just administrative action” as 
required by s33 of the constitution and be in compliance with any 
legislation governing the review of administrative action.’ 

I contend the Commissioner cannot summarily dismiss a taxpayer’s 
request for the postponement of tax pending the hearing of an 
appeal. Under the principles of administrative law, he must properly 
exercise the discretion granted by taking account of all relevant facts.

It is unfortunate that both the Income Tax and VAT Acts do not 
prescribe what factors the Commissioner shall consider in exercising 
the discretion granted to him.

Media Release 27 of 2000 issued by the Commissioner under 
the Metcash Constitutional court judgement stated that the 
Commissioner might, depending on the particular facts of the case in 
question, consider the following:

“Where a payment of the whole of the amount at issue would 
cause grave and serious hardship which could not be reversed if the 
taxpayer were to succeed in his appeal, and the circumstances of the 
case give rise to reasonable doubt;

Other relevant circumstances, for instance, certainty that the amount 
at issue will be paid were the appeal to fail.”

I suggest that the fiscal statutes should contain clear guidelines 
stating what reasons the Commissioner must consider in deciding 
whether to agree to a postponement of tax pending an appeal. 
Support for this view is contained L. Olivier “Tax Collection and The Bill 
of Rights” Tydskrif van Suid Afrikaanse Reg, TSAR 2001.1 193 at 200.

BJ Arnold in an opinion (BJ Arnold opinion prepared for the 
Commissioner for Inland Revenue (attached as Annexure H to the 
Affidavit of the Commissioner for Inland Revenue in an application to 
the Constitutional Court, CCT/22/96, at paragraph B.1.3.5 at pages 23 
and 24) recommends certain changes to section 88 of the Income Tax 
Act 58 of 1962 in the following terms:

‘Under section 88 of the South African Income Tax Act, the 
Commissioner has the authority to suspend the payment of tax 
pending an appeal. It might be appropriate to consider setting out 
in the legislation the factors that the Commissioner must consider 
or the conditions which must be met in order for the Commissioner 
to exercise his discretion. Also, it might be appropriate to provide 
taxpayers with a right of appeal if the Commissioner does not 
exercise his discretion. The Commissioner’s discretion in this regard 
is important because there may be legitimate circumstances in 
which taxpayers cannot pay their taxes pending an appeal without 
significantly adverse consequences. Also, it might be appropriate 
in certain circumstances for taxpayers to be entitled to provide 
security for the taxes owing in lieu of payment.’ 

I accept that the Commissioner has a reasonable concern that 
taxpayers may seek to lodge a trivial objection to postpone the 
inevitable payment of the tax due. The question of frivolous appeals 
is a cause for concern in Australia also, see Wayne Gumley and Kim 
Wyatt “Are the Commissioner’s Debt Recovery Powers Excessive?” 
25 Australian Tax Review 186 at 201 (December 1996). A practical 
difficulty arises in deciding which objections are frivolous and those 
that are not. See for example Motsepe v Commissioner for Inland 
Revenue 59 SATC 245 [1997]. I believe that the Commissioner needs 
the power to insist on timeous payment of the tax where a taxpayer 
lodges a trivial objection, failing which payment the fisc would be in 
an invidious position.

VAT, in reality, represents amounts collected by a vendor that are 
due to the State. However, income tax represents an amount payable 
only once SARS assesses the tax return submitted by the taxpayer. 
If the Commissioner wishes to enforce payment of income tax 
unreasonably, pending the hearing of a tax appeal, the aggrieved 
taxpayer should consider bringing an action in court, based on the 
principles of administrative law. It may not be necessary to attempt 
to show that section 88 of the Income Tax Act is unconstitutional. The 
Commissioner must properly exercise his discretion and a taxpayer 
can challenge the exercise of that discretion, or failure to exercise 
such discretion, in the courts. This would be based on the principles of 
administrative law and particularly the right to administrative justice 
contained in section 33 of the Final Constitution read together with 
the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, Act 3 of 2000. Where 
the taxpayer can satisfy the court that the Commissioner has acted 
without justification the court will require that the discretion is   
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properly exercised. Although the Constitutional Court has upheld the 
“pay now argue later” rule contained in the VAT Act, a taxpayer can 
still challenge the decision to enforce payment in a court of law. The 
grounds for such challenge will be based on a violation of the rules of 
administrative justice. If a taxpayer can show that the Commissioner 
has acted unreasonably, a court will set the Commissioner’s decision 
aside. Depending on the facts, this may be the most suitable remedy 
available to the taxpayer.

In Metcash, the court referred to the provisions of fiscal statutes in 
other countries and indicated that most other countries, which have 
a VAT system, follow the “pay now argue later” rule. This is not the 
case with income tax. In “Taxpayer’s Rights and Obligations: A Survey 
of the Legal Situation in OECD Countries”, a survey of twenty-two 
countries evaluated whether there is a suspension of tax payments 
when an assessment is under appeal. The survey, conducted in 1990, 
concluded that, of the twenty-two countries surveyed, two-thirds 
allowed for postponing tax due, pending the hearing of an appeal. 
This was subject to fulfilment of certain specific conditions. Fifteen 
countries imposed conditions, while five countries indicated it 
was unnecessary to comply with any conditions. New Zealand, for 
example, requires payment of one half of the disputed tax with the 
balance postponed. In Australia, taxpayers must negotiate with the 
fiscal authority to suspend payment. [ATP Weekly Bulletin, 12 April 
2002, No. 15, 573 which at paragraph 571 refers to an Australian 
judge’s comments, namely Heerey J “it is a case of pay now, litigate 
later” regarding s14 ZZM of the Taxation Administration Act 1953 
(Cth) and the Commissioner’s power to recover tax pending review 
proceedings. See also Wayne Gumley and Kim Wyatt “Are the 
Commissioner’s Debt Recovery Powers Excessive?” 25 Australian Tax 
Review 186 and 189 (December 1996)]. Italy and Turkey pointed out 
that, under no circumstances, did they postpone the recovery of the 
tax until finalising the appeal. In Portugal, the taxpayer must furnish 
a guarantee in settlement of the tax due, resulting in postponement 
of the tax.

In an opinion prepared for the South African Commissioner, the 
Canadian B J Arnold compared the constitutionality of section 88 
of the Income Tax Act with Canada’s statutory provisions. Arnold 
confirms that taxpayers in Canada do not have to pay taxes owing 
when the tax payable is in dispute. He points out that, with certain 
large corporations, the Canadian Revenue can take immediate 
collection action for one half of the tax assessed until the ninety-
day period for filing an objection has passed. The Canadian Revenue 
collects the balance of the tax after the ninety-day period for lodging 
of objections has passed, even though the corporation may appeal 
against the assessment issued. Arnold concludes that section 88 
of the Tax Act: “is both reasonable and justifiable in a democratic 
society”. Further, Arnold states as follows:

“If taxes payable under dispute do not have to be paid by taxpayers, 
there is a clear incentive for taxpayers to dispute tax assessments 
that they would not otherwise dispute. It is very difficult for the 
courts or the tax authorities to decide whether or not disputes 
are frivolous. If taxes are not paid when assessed, there is also the 

problem of the taxpayers not having the necessary funds to pay the 
taxes when the litigation is finally resolved and the taxes are found 
to be due and payable.

Obviously, if the taxpayer is successful in disputing the amount 
of tax assessed, the amounts should be refunded with interest so 
that, as much as possible, the taxpayer is restored to the situation 
he would have been in if the tax had been correctly assessed in the 
first place.” 

The nature of VAT and income tax is different, but an aggrieved 
taxpayer still has the inherent right to seek relief from the 
court where SARS has abused its powers. It is unlikely that the 
Constitutional Court would hold that section 88 of the Act is 
unconstitutional in that a taxpayer can still approach a court for 
relief. Further, section 36 of the Final Constitution permits limiting a 
taxpayer’s rights. A court must enquire whether the Commissioner has 
complied with his obligations under the right to administrative justice 
contained in section 33 of the Final Constitution. I would advise an 
aggrieved taxpayer to challenge a decision made on administrative 
legal grounds, as opposed to seeking the striking down of the “Pay 
Now, Argue Later” provisions contained in the various fiscal statutes.

Unfortunately, the Act does not currently deal with the payment of 
tax pending a decision on an objection lodged against an assessment. 
In “Effect of Lodging an objection on payment of tax”, The Taxpayer, 
September 1964 167 and 168 the view is expressed that “…payment 
of tax cannot be enforced pending the Secretary’s decision on an 
objection lodged timeously”. Clearly, section 88 of the Act allows for 
postponing tax until the hearing of an appeal. The Act is deficient 
because it does not deal with the intervening period, that is, from 
the date of lodging an objection until the Commissioner decides 
whether to allow or disallow the taxpayer’s objection. In practice, 
the Commissioner will, depending on the circumstances, grant an 
extension of time to pay the tax pending a decision on the objection. 
I am of the opinion that the Act and other fiscal statutes should be 
amended to deal with the intervening period from the date of lodging 
an objection until the Commissioner decides to allow or disallow the 
objection.

Thus, if the Commissioner fails to consider properly the taxpayer’s 
request for postponement of payment of tax, such decision could and 
should be challenged on the grounds that it is violates the taxpayer’s 
right to administrative justice.

It must be remembered that, before the Commissioner can commence 
recovery proceedings, an assessment must have been issued in 
accordance with the decision of the Court in Singh v Commissioner: 
SARS referred to earlier.

The next article in the series will deal with the manner in which the 
number of days in which to lodge an objection are to be calculated 
and certain aspects of the rules governing objections and appeals. 

Beric Croome BCom, BProc, LLB, FCMA, H Dip Tax Law (cum laude), 
CA(SA) is an Advocate of the High Court of South Africa and a Tax 
Executive at Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs Inc.
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ore than 70% of chartered 
accountants [CAs(SA)] registered 
with the South African Institute 

of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) practice 
in commerce and industry – the largest 
constituency of SAICA’s 26 915 members. 

With the aim of addressing the constituency’s 
needs, SAICA continues actively to promote 
the TOPP (Training Outside Public Practice) 
programme to produce CAs(SA) in the 
numbers required to support the South 
African economy, particularly in commerce 
and industry. 

TOPP is the financial management training 
route that offers prospective CAs(SA) an 
alternative to the conventional auditing 
route TIPP (Training Inside Public Practice) to 
qualifying as a CA(SA). 

TOPP’s primary objectives are to:

• Encourage greater entry into, and 
upward mobility within, the accountancy 
profession – especially for those wishing 
to practice as CAs(SA) in commerce and 
industry; 

• Increase the supply of scarce skills by 
creating more professional training 
opportunities for potential CAs(SA) in 
commerce and industry; and 

• Promote education, training and retention 
of key accounting professionals in large 
organisations. 

The programme was re-launched in 2006 
with the aim of accentuating its significance 
to prospective and current CAs(SA) in 
commerce and industry. 

Adri Kleinhans, SAICA’s Project Director 
for Training, says that in the past the vast 
majority of CAs(SA) left public practice upon 
qualifying and took up positions in commerce 
and industry. 

“This often resulted in re-training, as the 
traditional training route focused on auditing 
rather than on financial management and 
business principles. Therefore we would like 
to encourage those aspirant CAs(SA) who 
want to practice in commerce to consider the 

TOPP route, thereby avoiding any retraining 
requirement when they decide to leave public 
practice.” 

She says that CAs(SA) who work in commerce 
have a wide and diverse range of financial 
duties, with their positions demanding that 
they are intimately familiar with all aspects 
of their company’s financial management.

They are expected to:

• Be knowledgeable on tax issues;

• Undertake financial accounting work;

• Manage the internal audit function;

• Provide cost and management accounting 
information and variance analyses; and

• Undertake special project work. 

Both the TIPP and TOPP routes require 
prospective CAs(SA) to complete a BCom 
degree at an accredited university followed by 
a Certificate in the Theory of Accounting (CTA).

Thereafter, they must enter into a three-year 
training contract as exposure to relevant 
workplace experience before writing their 
Qualifying Examinations (QE).

The alternative TOPP route involves training 
at an Approved Training Organisation (ATO) in 
commerce and industry and the TIPP route at 
an accountancy firm of Registered Auditors 
and Accountants (RAA). 

TOPP is typically provided by large 
organisations like Investec, Shoprite Checkers, 
FirstRand, Edcon, Eskom, IDC, SARS, MTN, 
Nedbank, Sasol, Standard Bank and many 
other leading companies.

“TOPP holds outstanding potential for 
career growth in various fields, particularly 
in the spheres of banking, insurance, 
manufacturing, mining and others,” says 
Kleinhans. 

She says the TOPP programme equips the 
aspirant CA(SA) with multidisciplinary skills 
– crucial in today’s competitive economy. 
“It gives prospective CAs(SA) exposure 
to the business environment, a factor 
that unsurprisingly appeals to potential 

M
Programme aims to avoid retraining of CAs(SA)

THE PINNACLE OF CAs(SA) SUCCESS
IN COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

employers. For these reasons, we are seeing 
an increase in the number of organisations 
in commerce and industry wishing to partner 
with SAICA to contribute to developing the 
economy’s skills base.” 

The minimum term of a CA(SA) following the 
TOPP route is 36 months. There are currently 
246 TOPP trainees who are on the verge of 
obtaining the CA(SA) designation. 

The pass rate in SAICA’s part II (Financial 
Management) specialisation qualifying 
examination is consistently increasing, 
primarily because of the extraordinarily 
impressive quality of training given to the 
trainees, which can, in turn, be ascribed to 
the stringent accreditation process applicable 
to SAICA’s accredited training officers. The 
pass rate in 2006 was 51% and in 2007 it 
increased to 63%.

The 2007 results for SAICA’s part 11 financial 
management examinations saw 77 out of 
124 candidates receive a pass rate, with the 
following organisations producing the most 
passes;

Investec (12), 
FirstRand (9), 
Nedbank (7), and 
Shoprite Checkers (7).

During the same qualifying exam, Laura 
Sassoon, a newly qualified CA(SA) from Stanlib 
Wealth Management, emerged as the top 
candidate. 

Laura completed her BAcc at Wits University 
and then spent 18 months with KPMG as 
part of the auditing training route, TIPP. 
“Although I learned a great deal, I realised 
that my passion was not auditing. So I 
decided to change over to TOPP and joined 
Stanlib. I haven’t looked back.”

She believes that CAs(SA) play an increasingly 
important role in the shaping of a business. 
“A background in accountancy creates an 
extremely disciplined approach to business. 
Accountants generally have good analytical 
ability, think in a systematic and logical way 
and are able to work quickly and accurately 
with numbers.” T
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isa Mjikeliso, 30, who hails from King Williams Town is 
excited and relieved about her new CA(SA) designation. She 
is one of 77 TOPP programme trainees who qualified this 

year, and says that she is looking forward to the challenges and living 
up to the expectations of being part of the profession and SAICA.

Even though the BCom Accounting route was not her first academic 
choice, Disa is adamant that it is the perfect fit for her. “I joined 
the IDC TOPP Programme in 2005, and although their programme 
was fairly new then and we had to learn largely as we went on, my 
experience there has been fantastic and I have never looked back.” 

Another great advantage about TOPP and the IDC, says Disa, is that 
trainees get to move between departments and ultimately grow their 
grasp of how the business functions as a whole. “And the fact that 
the IDC has about 50 qualified CAs(SA) also means that we have 
continual assistance and mentorship.” 

A member of ABASA, Disa adds that her road to success at the IDC 
was also aided by the fact that she has a mentor who has imparted 
skills, offered guidance professionally and encouraged her to always 
reach for the stars. 

“I am a huge supporter of the TOPP programme and will encourage all 
prospective CAs(SA) to consider TOPP and organisations like the IDC, 
as the nature of the work done is practical and prepares you well for 
the examinations.” T

D

THE IDC CORPORATE PROFILE
he industrial Development Corporation of South Africa Limited (the 
IDC) is a self-financing state owned national development financial 
institution which provides finance to entrepreneurs engaged in 
competitive industries. A training contract is a learnership contract 

for three year and during this time you will serve your traineeship with an ATO, 
as required by SAICA. The basic term of training contract at the IDC requires 
minimum hours of work attendance and minimum hours of core experience, at 
commencement of the training contract for a trainee aspiring to be a Chartered 
Accountant. If you have successfully completed your Accredited BCom degree 
plus your CTA studies towards the CA(SA) qualification, you can apply for a 
training contract with the IDC. 

What can I expect whilst on a training contract as a trainee accountant? 

• Theory application as learnt at university for practical business application. 

• A challenging business environment interacting with people at various 
levels and with various experience. 

• Familiarise yourself with SAICA training regulations. 

T
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What skills and characteristics does the IDC look for in potential candidates? 

• A good academic record, integrity, individuality, great team player, 

• a desire to build a career with IDC and an astute understanding of current 
and emerging business issues, and 

• self-confidence to express innovative ideas and have a passion for the 
development of our country and the economy.

What does the IDC offer prospective candidates? 

• A competitive salary.

• Coaching and mentoring to support your development. 

• A challenging environment where you will be exposed to different sectors 
of the economy. 

• Formal training to assist with the development of your professional 
competencies as required by MICA, and on-the-job coaching to hone your 
technical competencies. 

• Sufficient study leave to prepare for the board examinations.

To download applications go to www.idc.co.za T  
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ith only 1 TOPP trainee in 
1997, the Standard Bank Topp 
Programme has grown in leaps and 

bounds now recruiting 15 trainees annually. 
As one of South Africa’s leading banking 
and financial services groups with a global 
presence in countries both inside as well 
as outside Africa, this growth is significant 
as training outside of public practice is fast 
becoming an attractive option for many 
aspirant CAs(SA). 

Group Financial Director August van Heerden, 
says that this success is by no means a 
surprise as the Group had committed itself to 
develop and nurture a more knowledgeable 
and committed young workforce. “In 
2006 we invested R11 million in the TOPP 
programme and spent R1.3 million on 
training related costs for TOPP trainees, and 
our return on investment will always be the 
value our trainees bring to the group,” says 
van Heerden.

Simon Ridley, Chief Financial Officer agrees 
and says: “More than 80% of our trainees 
who have completed their training contract 
opt to continue working for the groups, and 
this tells us that our key success factor our 
internal business processes.”

At Standard Bank, each of our trainees is 
assigned a qualified CA(SA) who serves as an 
assessor. The assessor meets with the trainee 
at regular intervals to discuss the trainee’s 
progress and assists with his or her personal 
development and difficulties that they may 
be experiencing. The assessor can impart their 
experience and knowledge to the trainee as 
well as support and advise them through 
any problems and challenges. The assessor 
also offers guidance with respect to career 
planning and future goals. 

Another key difference in the STD Bank 
programme is that trainees rotate to all areas 
of the bank during their three year training 
period. 

So while the trainee acquires practical 
experience in the banking environment, the 
character, nature and personality of the 
individual is also observed. otations will then 
be vigilantly planned taking into account the 
trainee’s specific development areas, strengths 
and weaknesses to enable the trainee to gain 
the depth and quality of experience in line 
with SAICA’s requirements as well as the 
trainees’ personal growth needs. 

Rotations last on average three to four 
months and includes the following business 
areas; Group Financial Accounting, Group 
Tax, Corporate Investment Banking Tax, 
Internal Audit, Structured Finance, Treasury, 
Derivatives Trading, Stanbic Africa, CIB Credit, 
Corporate Finance, Project Finance, CIB 
Financial Control, Central Finance, Margin 
Management, Treasury Derivatives Support, 
CIB Private Equity, Global Markets Research 
and Corporate Governance.

Trainees have the opportunity to go on 
secondment to the Group’s global operations 
including Europe, Asia and other areas within 
our continent. This provides the trainee with 
a global outlook of the Group. 

It is also encouraged very early on in the 
trainees’ career that they are exposed to senior 
management of the bank, so that at the end 
of their training contract they will have a clear 
picture of which area within the Group they 
would like to continue to work in. This ensures 
job satisfaction, retaining talent, and getting 
‘the right person for the right job’. 

The TOPP trainees are a close knit group and 
have taken it upon themselves to improve 
and enhance the TOPP programme by 
forming a diverse range of committees to 
which trainees can choose to belong. These 
include: social responsibility, entertainment, 

sport and information technology. There 
are also regular and enjoyable teambuilding 
activities. 

The bank also ensures that the trainee enjoys 
as many benefits as possible by ensuring that 
they receive:

1. A highly competitive and market-related 
salary;

2. Attractive study and normal leave;

3. Financial assistance for further studies 
(e.g. CFA, CIMA, CAIA);

4. Management and personal skills training;

5. All corporate benefits offered to full time 
employees;

6. Bonuses and increases that are awarded at 
least annually and are based on individual 
performance as well as that of the 
Standard Bank Group; and

7. An edge over CA’s(SA) who qualified the 
TIPP route and then left the profession, 
as they would have already established 
themselves in the company.

The philosophy of the Standard Bank 
TOPP programme is to attract high calibre 
individuals and help trainees’ develop 
business acumen, life skills and professional 
and ethical values. It is apparent that 
Standard Bank invests a great deal of 
resources in developing a well rounded, 
confident and diverse set of Chartered 
Accountants that will not only add value to 
the company, but their skills will ultimately 
contribute towards the upliftment of the 
South African economy as a whole. Standard 
Bank will continue with its efforts to attract, 
develop and retain TOPP talent in the next 
decade! T  

TOP of TOPP
W
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SARS TOPP Programme Gains Popularity 
Interest in SARS’s TOPP (Training Outside Public Practice) 
programme has grown remarkably since its inception in July 2006.

The three year-long TOPP programme offers prospective 
Chartered Accountants (CAs(SA)) an alternative route to the 
conventional TIPP (Training Inside Public Practice) career path 
which focuses mainly on auditing. TOPP on the other hand, 
has a strong emphasis on financial management, and covers 
areas such as financial accounting, management accounting, 
taxation, corporate governance and internal auditing. 

Trainees will upon completion of the programme, gain in-depth 
knowledge and practical experience in a wide range of relevant 
business areas within SARS. 

Venessa Chetty, Epaphrus Tsoaeli, Kovilan Rajaruthnam and 
Ammalene Karrappan, the first intake of TOPP trainees, say 
that part of the success is due to the support and coaching that 
they receive from Subject Matter Experts (SMEs), management 
and staff in the various divisions that they spent time in. 
Another contributing factor is the thorough planning and 
detailed curricula developed by the SARS TOPP project team. 

Some comments from our SARS TOPP trainees
“What makes TOPP exciting is that we get detailed exposure 
to all areas in the organization and amazing training 
opportunities.” (Alick Burger)

“ When I heard about the TOPP programme at SARS, I just 
couldn’t think of a better opportunity for exposure to the tax 
environment.” (Babalwa Magongwa)

“TOPP exposes you to a variety of business areas within 
the organization and you are able to get a broader insight 
into what makes the organization what it is – the different 
processes involved and different ways of operation”.  
(Kwena Maseko) 

“I am fortunate to be part of the programme, especially with 
the increasing opportunities for growth that government is 
offering.” (Tenash Naidoo) 

“I have subsequently discovered my passion in taxation and 
could not think of a better environment to learn about it, other 
than SARS.” (Ntokozo Madliwa)

“TOPP is a long term career plan. This was my only 
application, I wanted to work for SARS to get exposure to 
the tax environment and get fulfillment. I have a passion for 
taxation”. (Nosipho Nkola)
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the Blind is a non-profi t organistation that relies 
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By remembering us in their wills your clients 
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Due to the continued growth and success of our 
Assurance practice, there are a number of 
excellent career opportunities available for Audit 
Managers at various levels in our Gauteng office.
These fall within the different industry sectors, in 
particular: Banking; Insurance and Investment 
Management; Consumer and Industrial Products
and Services; Technology, Information 
Communication and Entertainment; Private 
Company Services and Metals and Mining.

The ideal profile is a CA(SA) with at least 2 to 4 
years’ post-qualification experience at a 
managerial level, preferably gained within the Big 
4 or at a medium-sized firm. Specialist industry 
knowledge and exposure to IFRS would be 
advantageous. Candidates must have a solid 
track record of success, good interpersonal skills, 
commitment and a passion for exceptional client 
service.

A competitive remuneration package, including 
benefits and bonuses, will be negotiated with 
successful candidates commensurate with 
experience and specialist industry knowledge.

Closing date for applications is 31 May 2008.

Working Professionals Consultancy has been 
exclusively retained to manage the 
recruitment process. For a confidential 
discussion call Laura Deats on 011 234 7312 or 
e-mail your CV to 
laura.deats@workingprofessionals.co.za

Need a change 
of scenery?

AUDIT MANAGERS

© 2008 PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. All rights reserved. PricewaterhouseCoopers refers to 
the network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each of 
which is a separate and independent legal entity. PricewaterhouseCoopers is an authorised 
financial services provider. (08-03621
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MINDCOR

www.mindcor.com
MINDCOR’S showcase of exceptional
current career opportunities and highly

efficient and confidential online candidate
application facility

For more than 10 years, MINDCOR has
successfully placed DYNAMIC Chartered
Accountants ….. From recently-qualifieds
to Financial Director/Chief Financial Officer

and Chief Executive/Managing Director
levels. Log onto www.mindcor.com
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careers
I  CLASSIFIEDS  I

APPOINTMENTS

TRAINEE ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDIT 
SENIORS  
A Sandton based dynamic, medium-sized 
accounting firm with an international 
affiliation is looking for motivated, energetic 
individuals to join our growing practice. We 
provide excellent training and a diverse range 
of clientele. As a SAICA accredited training 
office, we also offer training contracts 
to individuals who are passionate about 
becoming CA(SA). If you fit this description, 
please send your CV to us at  
shamoliad@tuffsan.co.za

ARTICLE CLERKS 
Article clerks required at all levels. If you 
believe it is time for a change, you welcome 
to talk to us. Medium size auditing firm 
situated through Gauteng. E-mail CV to: 
marium@mbainc.co.za

TRAINEE ACCOUNTANT 
Midrand firm of Chartered Accountants has 
vacancies for ambitious persons wishing to 
commence or to continue their training as 
a trainee accountant with a dynamic firm. 
Applicants must be studying towards a B 
Compt degree or equivalent with the goal 
of obtaining their CA(SA). Own transport 
and English first language essential. 
Remuneration very competitive and ample 
study leave allowed. Correspond with The 
Staff partner at P O Box 4240, Halfway 
House, 1685 or by fax 086 6124 425.

www.BermudaJOBS.com 
WANTED: Qualified Accountants U$60k-
U$120k+ (income tax free) Only 2 hours from 
NY, sunny Bermuda offers excellent career and 
lifestyle opportunities. BermudaJOBS is the 
Island’s largest recruitment firm with a huge 

client base including Big 4 audit, investments, 
banking + insurance. No industry experience 
required. Our clients pay for your work permit + 
relocation to/from SA! Contact us today in strict 
confidence: bji@bermudajobs.com  
+44 0 20 7993 4560

TRAINEE ACCOUNTANTS  
Dynamic, Northcliff based firm of Chartered 
Accountants and Auditors has vacancies 
for all levels of trainee accountants with 
Caseware experience. Please forward CV to 
the Staff Partner at johanc@arcinc.co.za  
or 0866 309 321.

DYNAMIC ACCOUNTING and audit 
practice in JHB requires clerks at all levels. 
Excellent remuneration and working 
conditions as well as great prospects for 
advancement. Articles are available if 
required. Please email a 2 page CV to  
david@dkalmin.co.za

TRAINEE ACCOUNTANTS REQUIRED 
All skills levels welcome. Contact Maureen Brand 
at 011 380-7600 or forward CV to  
maureenb@rbiworld.co.za.

TRAINEE ACCOUNTANTS –  
KEMPTON PARK 
Well-established firm of registered auditors 
requires trainees at all levels. Caseware 
experience an advantage. Excellent training 
and above average remuneration. Fax abridged 
CV (two pages) to Linda 011 970-3141 or  
email patonmcd@icon.co.za.

OUDITBESTUURDER/SENIOR –  
SOMERSET WES 
Gevestigde ouditfirma in Somerset Wes 
omgewing benodig ouditbestuurders en 

Closing Date for Advertisements: Please 
note that all adverts should be submitted 
to this office in writing two months prior to 
publication date. 

Important Information: A telephone number, 
contact name and postal address must be 
included with any advert submitted and in the 
event that payment is not made before the 
closing date the advert will not be published. 

Legislation requires your VAT Registration 
number for invoicing purposes. 

For Classified Advertisement information: 
Contact Angel Lelosa Tel: 011 621-6696. 

All advertisements to be submitted to: 
Accountancy SA, PO Box 59875, Kengray, 2100, 
Fax 011 621-6807 or  
Email: classifieds@saica.co.za 
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Specialists in Permanent and Flexible Accounting
Financial Appointments and Assignments

Website: www.a-o-c.co.za  E-mail: cv@a-o-c.co.za

Johannesburg Tel: (011) 269 8700 Fax: (011) 269 8716
Pretoria Tel: (012) 346 3721 Fax: (012) 346 5965
Cape Town Tel: (021) 442 4379 Fax: (021) 447 9139
Port Elizabeth Tel: (041) 363 2404 Fax: (041) 363 9078

PROFIT WITH THE PROFESSIONALS

Deputy GM - Finance
Johannesburg R700K - R650K

Here is a unique opportunity to exercise your
leadership abilities, general business acumen and
strong people management skills. Duties include
managing the operations of the Finance Business
Unit, building client relationships and providing input
on strategic direction. Required is 3 - 5 years
experience in a managerial position and a relevant
tertiary qualification. Contact Vezi (011) 269 8731.

Financial Manager
Bryanston  R720K - R600K

The world’s largest independent provider of claims
solutions requires a meticulous candidate to account
for international loss adjusters. Duties include capex,
overseas performance reporting, WIP/management
reports, break-even calculations, employee benefits,
leave pay accrual and review of AFS for pension and
provident funds. Strict time management skills
required. Contact Keshantha (011) 269 8875.

Financial Controller
Edenvale  R650K - R500K

Analytical and strategic thinker is sought by this well-
established leisure company. KPIs entail cash flow
management, staff supervision, implementation of
controls and systems, budget preparation, internal
and external audit liaison. Knowledge of IASB, IFRS,
deferred tax and income tax a distinct advantage.
Completed BCom (Hons) or CIMA and 5 years'
financial management experience essential. Contact
Kgomotso (011) 269 8700.

Cost & Management Acc
East Rand R550K - R450K

Engineering giant boasting economic stability
coupled with a diverse, stimulating environment
seeks CA (SA) or CIMA graduate possessing at least
ten years accounting experience, with significant
exposure to costing. KPIs include preparing cost
centre budgets, updating cost accounting
procedures, WIP and costing schedules. Contact
Rachel (011) 269 8700.

Tax & Reporting Manager
East Rand R500K - R420K CTC

Aviation concern seeks newly qualified CA (SA) to
join finance department.  Key responsibilities include
tax planning and reviews, income tax, budgeting,
cost monitoring and control, variance analysis and
implementation of financial planning.  Knowledge of
GAAP, IFRS, Companies Act and Tax Act essential. 
One year post-articles experience in a financial
environment advantageous.  Contact Kim (011) 269
8700.

Chartered Accountant
Jhb CBD  R450K - R400K

We have numerous finance, capital and operation
roles in Investment and Retail Banking for recently
qualified CAs eager to develop a career in this
environment. No prior financial services experience
is required in this fast paced environment. Exposure
to large company audits and IFRS will be highly
advantageous.  Contact Karen (011) 269 8700.
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senior personeel. Voltooide klerkskap in ‘n 
medium grootte ouditfirma sal ‘n groot 
aanbeveling wees. Stuur ‘n volledige CV aan 
faffa@pyperturner.co.za of faks na  
021 854 4418 vir aandag Francois Pyper.

ARTICLE CLERKS - SOMERSET-WEST 
Well established medium firm of Accountants 
and Auditors, offering excellent training, has 
vacancies for article clerks at all levels. E-mail 
complete CV to faffa@pyperturner.co.za or fax 
to 021 854 4418 for attention Francois Pyper.

HORWATH LUBBES CORPORATE 
SERVICES (PTY) LTD 
Secretarial and corporate services. Lodgement 
of annual returns. Incorporation of companies, 
CC’s and Trusts. Shelf companies and CC’s. 
Lodgement of all statutory documents and 
compliance. Tel: 012 348 6335  
Fax: 012 348 6384, info@horwathpta.co.za 
Docex 222 Pretoria. P O Box 1353 Pretoria 0001.

AUDIT STAFF REQUIRED 
Nexia HBLT Chartered Accountants East Rand, 
a firm of registered auditors with a national 
and international network association, 
requires staff to serve articles at their office 
in Benoni. International secondments are 
available. Please fax CV to 011 421 5777.

PARTERSHIPS & PRACTICES

BEE PARTNER: 
Old established seven partner firm in Sandton 
wishes to offer a partnership to a suitably 
qualified chartered accountant. Established client 
portfolio would be an added advantage but by 
no means essential. Reply to R Kinross,  
PO Box 2506, Rivonia, 2506 or email:  
richardk@tuffsan.co.za

MERGING 
Interested in merging with a well established 
successful accounting and auditing firm in 
Gauteng. Lets talk about the possibility and 
opportunities. Call Marius at 082 887 3496.

PRODUCTS

AUDIT AND ACCOUNTS PREPARATION 
SOFTWARE 
Accountants and Auditors rave about our 
powerful, yet easy-to-use, software. Fully 
automated ExcelTM based AFS and up-to-date 
audit working papers. Country-wide training 
courses, telephonic support and computer 
based training modules. Professional, effective 
and affordable. Visit www.itmates.co.za. 
Phone: Shane 012-6674544  
E-mail: shane@itmates.co.za or  
carl@itmates.co.za

SERVICES

TAKE OVER 
Well established successful CA firm wishes 
to take over accounting and auditing firms 
(Gauteng only). If you are interested in 
selling, call Marius at 082 887 3496.

PEOPLE SOURCE
CA’s – CONSIDER YOUR OPTIONS

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: 
CORPORATE FINANCE 
R650 000 to R900 000, plus 
bonuses (double your package). 
Superb opportunity for a CA (SA) 
with 4 to 6 years Lead Advisory 
Corporate Finance experience to join 
International Investment Bank.

CORPORATE FINANCIER/
INTERNATIONAL TEAM
R500 000 to R750 000, plus bonuses. 
Fantastic opportunity for a CA (SA) 
with 2 to 5 years Corporate Finance 
experience to be involved with both 
SA and International deal flow within 
highly respected Investment Bank.

PRIVATE EQUITY OPPORTUNITY
R650 000 to R1 million, plus lucrative 
carry. Opportunity for a CA / B.Com 
with 2 to 6 years Private Equity 
experience to join newly set up Team 
for International player.

CHANGE YOUR CAREER– 
CONSIDER STRATEGY CONSULTING
R500 000 to R750 000, plus bonuses. 
Rare opportunity for highly successful 
CA’s with a record of academic 
excellence (average 68% to 70%) 
either recent or max. 6 years working 
experience seeking to now move into 
the exciting world of Consulting. Advise 
major SA Corporates on strategies to 
enhance their market share.

For these and similar positions please contact Irene Donkin at 
PeopleSource on (011) 706-9118 or kindly submit your CV to 

irene@peoplesource.co.za

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 
OPPORTUNITY
R600 000 to R850 000, plus 
lucrative bonuses. As a CA (SA) 
CFA (an asset) with 1 to 3 years 
Equity Analysis experience (any 
sector) or with Corporate Finance 
experience consider joining impressive 
International team as an understudy to 
a rated Analyst.

RECENT CA’s – CORPORATE 
FINANCE TRAINEE 
OPPORTUNITIES
(Now & January 2009)
R380 000 to R420 000, plus bonuses 
(potentially double your package). 
As a CA (SA) or if you are qualifying 
in December 2008 on completion 
of articles, with a commendable 
academic record who is passionate 
about Corporate Finance, consider 
joining either an International 
Investment Bank, a well-positioned 
local team or a boutique. Be assured 
of an exciting future, as you will gain 
expertise in M&A’s, MBO’s, Listings, 
Restructurings and BEE deals, whilst 
working with high profile dealmakers. 
Join now or start the process early to 
ensure you are offered one of these 
fantastic opportunities to start in 
January 2009.

CA and Financial Positions Online.

FROM THE PRODUCERS OF ‘ACCOUNTANCY SA’ AND ‘CAREERJUNCTION’.

SAICA PRESENTS WWW.CAJUNCTION.CO.ZA IN ASSOCIATION WITH CAREERJUNCTION
YOU CAN SEARCH FOR FINANCIAL JOBS ONLINE SET UP RESUME ALERTS CREATE AN ONLINE RESUME

READ UP ON CAREER ADVICE TRACK YOUR APPLICATIONS ONLINE
VISIT WWW.CAJUNCTION.CO.ZA FOR MORE INFO
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Jacqui Freeman
HED

Client Consultant

Cordelia Madanire
Client Consultant

Karen Oosthuyse
A.C.I.S.

Candidate Consultant

Michele Deeks
BA Hons (Psych)

Candidate Consultant

Angus du Plessis
Temp Division

Carl Williamson
B.Comm

Client Consultant
Durban

Ian Shortreed
CA (SA)

Candidate Consultant

Judy Markwell
Client Consultant

Cape Town

Claudia Victor 
Client Consultant

Gladwin Barns
Temp Division

Tumi Mache 
Temp Division

Paul Jacka
Director

Jenny Davies
Client Consultant

Camilla Barlow
Client Consultant

THIS MONTH’S TOP FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

SOON TO QUALIFY CA'S - EE - DURBAN 

If you are wanting to move out of the Auditing profession into a commercial/
business environment please email your CV now. We will be able to assist
you in finding a suitable position. Contact carl@frontlinesolutions.co.za

If you are seriously considering a career move out of the auditing profession
into a commercial/business environment within the next 12 months, come
and talk to us about the various options open to you. We can assist you in
finding a suitable position in line with your personal vision and objectives,
including a competitive package starting at around R420k, exclusive of
performance based incentives. Don't delay. Act now and let us facilitate
your career path development into the future.
Contact ian@frontlinesolutions.co.za
Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za
Contact carl@frontlinesolutions.co.za

International FMCG Group seeks a CA (SA) with a minimum of 5 years’
experience. The role includes preparation of valuation models used in
mergers, acquisitions and disposals, preparing Board papers, financial mod-
els and analysing legal agreements. Proven skills in these areas will secure
you an interview with the client. Contact eloise.mcclure@a-o-c.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER - CAPE TOWN 
R500 000 - R600 000

Gill Smith
Client Consultant

Nathenia Watson
Client Consultant

Helen Nikiforakis
Candidate Consultant

Cape Town

Graham Burnside
Director

F R O N T L I N E
TARGETED RECRUITMENT SOLUTIONS

FINANCE MANAGER - PROJECTS - DURBAN
R600 000 

Our client is a new player in the market with strong financial backing. This
exciting new venture calls for a CA (SA) with min 5 years’ exposure in
retail banking (home loan environment). You will have strong leadership
and interpersonal skills, have been exposed to capital markets and treasury
environment. In addition, you will be comfortable in participating in
broader executive responsibilities. Drive the strategy and plans of the
financial business unit and be responsible for co-developing and manag-
ing business models. Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER - CAPE TOWN
R900 000 neg

Commercially orientated, 'hands on', high energy CA (SA) or B.Com (Hons)
plus articles. Your 5 - 8 years’ experience in FMCG or manufacturing
environment is essential. Take responsibility for financial accounting, cost
and management accounting, supply chain reporting and management, IT,
HR and control systems of the manufacturing sites of this growing
business. Contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER - JHB 
R600 000 plus bonus

NEWLY QUALIFIED/SOON TO QUALIFY CA'S
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BE IN 2008/2009?

Global listed group require commercially astute, technically strong, CA
(SA) with 8 - 10 years’ experience in finance and accounting, IFRS and
GAAP knowledge and proven budgetary experience. You will be analytical,
a problem solver with strong leadership and management skills and the
ability to operate independently in a competitive global and multicultural
environment. Excellent expat package on offer for this interesting and
challenging role. Contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

MANAGER - FINANCIAL SERVICES - IRAN 

Our client, a leading manufacturing concern, offers a unique opportunity
to join their Executive team. They are looking for an astute professional
whose sound commercial acumen is supported by a proven track record
managing the finance department at a senior level.  In return they offer a
dynamic working environment and the opportunity to grow as part of
their company. The ideal candidate will be a CA (SA) with at least 3 years‘
experience, at management level, in a manufacturing environment. Take
your career to the next level! Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER - CAPE TOWN 
R600 000 neg

Our client is a highly successful business with a focus on gearing for
growth. They offer an exciting opportunity to an analytically minded
young CA (SA) with around 5 years’ experience in a corporate environ-
ment. Working closely with the CFO, you will be responsible for managing
the finance function which includes procurement, logistics, HR and statu-
tory requirements. You will have a keen eye for detail and the ability to
take projects from concept to execution. In return, the company offers
phenomenal growth in a global market.
Contact helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

CFO - JHB
R650 000 plus bonus 

Career growth opportunity for EE CA (SA) with 2 to 5 years’ post article
experience, preferably in commerce, to manage finance and reporting for
business unit in leading banking group. Proven management skills,
deadline oriented and up to date knowledge of IFRS essential. Contact
michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za to discuss this and other opportu-
nities in banking.

Division of the Kelly Group Limited

We have opened our Frontline/A-O-C offices in Umhlanga servicing the KZN region for permanent
and temporary staff. Please contact Carl Williamson (carl@frontlinesolutions.co.za) 082 461 2925,

and Eloise McClure 072 299 0012. Office Number: (031) 566-3833.

Parc Nicol Office Park, 3001 William Nicol Drive, Bryanston, tel: (011) 706-9222
58 Loop Street, Hicastle House, Cape Town, tel: (021) 424-3042

2nd Floor, Total Garage Building, Gateway Autocity, Jubilee Grove, Umhlanga.
Website: www.frontlinesolutions.co.za
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Interested candidates to forward a detailed Word document to Nicole Slagter on nicoles@greyconsulting.co.za for Ref: NMD/t01 
and to Charles Stilwell on charless@greyconsulting.co.za for Ref: CHS/if and Ref: CHS/nc

For more career opportunities, go to www.greyconsulting.

fi nance and risk recruitment specialistsfi Tel: 0860 RECRUITER
GO FIGURE

DO YOU HAVE WHATMATTERS? WITH US YOU COUNT!

FINANCIAL MANAGER  
NIGERIA
• CA(SA) with at least 6 years’ 
financial management experience,
 preferably from the service industry 
• Highly neg remuneration package,
 including accepted ex-pat benefits
This exceptionally fast growing and expanding 
division of a major listed blue chip group 
requires an entrepreneurial finance person to 
manage the complete accounting, financial 
and reporting affairs for its Nigerian office 
based in Lagos. Being mainly responsible 
for its bottom line performance, additional 
responsibilities will include the establishment 
and maintenance of tight fi nancial and fi scal 
controls and sound corporate governance.
This position will require an individual who is 
able to operate effectively in an environment 
that is developing and changing and requires 
astute business and fiscal control. The ability to 
operate without direct supervision and to take 
ownership of the responsibilities are essential 
attributes which head office will rely on.

Ref: CHS/if

GROUP FINANCIAL 
DIRECTOR
• R850K–R1000K Cost to Company, 
negotiable • CA(SA) with extensive experience 
in the FMCG manufacturing environment, 
preferably in the food processing sector 
• Situated in Johannesburg or Durban
One of SA’s leading perishable food producers 
has a vacancy for a high achiever to accept 
the responsibility of managing the financial 
direction and strategy of this fast growing 
group to its next level of excellence by 
assisting EXCO in setting and implementing 
those strategies which will ensure the Group’s 
continued leadership in its sector. This position, 
while focusing on the accepted responsibilities 
of sound financial management, control and 
reporting, will also require a hands-on approach 
from a numbers and technical perspective 
to ensure the integrity of the financial data 
and reliance on information for the decision 
making process. Group Treasury, IT 
and HR functions will form part of 
the portfolio. This is an excellent 
opportunity to secure a long- 
term career with this relatively 
young but progressive Group.

Ref: CHS/nc

29437/08creative: www.summertime.co.za

MANAGER: 
INTERNAL CONTROL 
AND COMPLIANCE 
• R600K–R800K p.a. Cost to Company 
plus performance incentives • CA(SA) 
plus 3-5 years’ internal audit experience 
Our client is recruiting a confident and positive 
individual to work directly with the Group Head 
of Internal Control in monitoring and reviewing 
one of the largest outsourced internal audit 
contracts in the world.
The primary function is to ensure that consistent 
standards of performance and services are 
provided by the internal audit service provider 

as stipulated in the SLA’s and will include 
setting long- and short-term performance 

measures for the external service 
provider as well as periodically 
reviewing the alignment between 
internal and external audit to 
ensure that maximum synergies 
are extracted.

Ref: NMD/t01







YOUR FUTURE DEPENDS ON
WHAT YOU DO IN THE PRESENT.

Contact. Ryan Hathrill
Tel. +27 (0)11 783 3570
Email. ryan.hathrill@robertwalters.com

www.robertwalters.com

Robert Walters will find the right job for you.
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Tel: +27 11 785 4930    Fax: +27 11 785 4939    www.wexford.co.za
Three Seasons Office Park, 7 Spring Street, Rivonia, 2128

Top international brand is expanding their IA dept and reqs an astute, self-motivated
candidate to join their growing team.  Great opp for someone completing articles
to gain exposure in a leading co.  BComm essen.  Big 4 articles pref.  Lots of room
for future growth into other aspects of the business  carmen@wexford.co.za

INTERNAL AUDITOR

R400 000 - R320 000 CTC, Woodmead

CFO

R900 000 - R700 000, North
Large leisure group who have over 900 hotels worldwide seeks a motivated, passionate
and well presented indiv to fill pos of CFO. Extensive knowl of IFRS and reporting
systems is essential.  CA (SA) with 5-7yrs experience secures  angelique@wexford.co.za

Listed gr seeks ambitious CA (SA) to work closely with the FD.  You will be responsible
for all financial aspects of projects including project feasibility, local & interim tax,
audits, stat returns & compliance.  CA (SA) + min 2 yrs exp in a project mgmnt
environ essen olga@wexford.co.za

PROJECT ACCOUNTING MANAGER

R800 000 - R600 000 CTC, North

FINANCIAL MANAGER

R700 000 - R600 000 CTC, North
Listed multinational automotive company seeks indiv with above average attention
to detail and experience working with SLA’s to take full responsibility for GL,
monthly close, stat returns and audit.  BComm, CTA + articles absolutely essen.
CA (SA) adv.  Relevant working experience a must  olga@wexford.co.za

FINANCIAL DIRECTOR

R800 000 - R700 000 CTC, Midrand
Global listed company req a financial director who is strong and motivated with an
emphasis on excellent people skills.  An assertive nature and proven ability to
implement/enforce processes and controls required.  CA (SA) with 5+ yrs exp in
management position essential  angelique@wexford.co.za

ASSISTANT GM FINANCE

R500 000 - R450 000 CTC + Bonus, Sandton
Technology giant offers excellent opp to start your career in a key role that offers
a defined career path, stimulation & strategic input. This profitable co seeks
passionate, driven indiv to join their dynamic grp.  Newly qualify CA (SA) essen
carmen@wexford.co.za

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER

R450 000 + Generous Bonus, Sandton
Multinational publishing house req newly qualified CA(SA) to be right hand to FD.
Variety of tasks including analysis, strategic planning, interaction with operations
in branches, management of staff and FOREX exposure. If you are articulate, willing
to embark on learning curve and business oriented this position is for you!  New
CA(SA) essen janet@wexford.co.za

PROJECT ACCOUNTANT / NEW CA(SA)

R500 000 - R450 000 CTC, North

Large, well respected, highly profitable employer of choice req newly qualified
CA(SA) who can act without prompting and who can contribute to innovative
outcomes.  If you have the ability to apply logic and reasoning to review information,
identify problems and their causes, evaluate options and select the right solution,
this highly sought position may be for you! janet@wexford.co.za
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Corporate Finance - Prague - £100k - £150k
tax-free + lucrative bonus

Top-rated investment banking team seeks to hire experienced M&A,
Project Finance, DCM and Due Diligence/Valuation specialists to
service Blue-chip corporate activity throughout the high growth
Central and Eastern European region. You will need 5+ years’
experience in any of the above disciplines in order to secure one of
these roles. Future progression into western markets is probable and
full family support is offered. Lucrative tax-free bonuses are on offer to
ensure you accumulate capital before progressing into other markets.

edward@intrepidhr.co.za 

VP Investment Banking -
US$120 - 180k + exceptional bonus

Expanding blue-chip investment bank with leading position in the M&A, ECM, DCM
and Private Equity markets seek an experienced dealmaker with strong origination
and execution skills to join their JHB-based team. Their business plan extends across
Africa/SA and focuses on large cross-border transactions in the resources, telecom
and industrial sectors. Top performers will have the option to progress into their
London/New York business or to join their US$1bn Private Equity fund in 18 months.
Exceptional bonuses on offer. edward@intrepidhr.co.za

Recent CAs - Sydney Investment Bank 
AUS$100 - $140k + bonus

Global investment bank with large presence in Australia seeks recently qualified
CAs with up to 2 years’ post-articles experience to join their Sydney business. Ideally,
you will have either audited or have some finance experience gained in financial
services. We have several roles available in Financial Control, Internal Audit, Market
Risk, Credit and Business Analysis for recently qualified CAs eager to develop a career

in International Investment Banking finance. Full relocation and work permit support
will be offered to successful candidates and interviews will be held in JHB, Cape

Town and Durban. edward@intrepidhr.co.za

Financial Accountant - Media -
R500 - R600k + bonus

A recently qualified CA is sought to join this dynamic Media and Entertainment
business. Reporting to the Financial Director, you will assist in financial and
management accounting functions and grow into looking after your own financial
business area and ultimately get commercially involved in the business long term.
Prior media sector experience through your audit clients will be beneficial, though key
attributes to secure this role will be a solid academic background and an enthusiastic
approach to a career in finance and operations. lebo@intrepidhr.co.za 

Recent CA - Investment Banking Trainee -
R500 - R625k + bonus

Blue chip international Investment Bank with successful team in SA seeks a ‘top of
the class’ recently qualified CA to join their business. Aligned with a senior
transactor you will gain exposure to large M&A, DCM and ECM transactions and be
fully trained in all aspects of Investment Banking. To secure this role you will need to
have a strong academic track record and a passionate interest in a career in this
field.Any prior analytical and financial modeling skills will also aid your application.

zanele@intrepidhr.co.za

(011) 783-6666      (021) 701-0618(011) 783-6666      (021) 701-0618

wwwwww.intrepidhr.intrepidhr.co.co.za.za

Do you want to migrate to Australia? 
Talk to a fellow Chartered Accountant (registered in 

South Africa and Australia) who is also a Registered Migration Agent

Why use Migrate2oz?
•	 We are registered with the Migration Agents

Registration Authority which affords you
protection and peace of mind as we comply
with the MARA code of conduct and possess
the necessary immigration law qualifications

•	 Our team is undoubtedly the most experienced
and qualified in South Africa, including 
Chartered Accountants who have gone through
the migration process themselves

• We are permanently based in South Africa, 
which offers you the advantage of being
close to your agent throughout the application
process. We also have an office in Sydney

• As you do, we pride ourselves in maintaining 

the highest standards of integrity, offering 

honest professional advice

Our services
• All visa categories including Skilled, Business, 

Employer sponsored, Family and Partner visas

• Settlement advice 

• Advice on how to convert your CA(SA)

• Related financial advice

To begin your journey Downunder visit
our website and complete our online
assessment form

www.migrate2oz.co.za or email your CV to
info@migrate2oz.co.za
Tel: 0861 46 86 69  |  0861 GO TO OZ
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Where in the world do you want to work?
Bermuda l Caribbean l Australia l New Zealand l USA l Canada l UK l Channel Islands l Europe l Middle East l Asia l Africa

Saturday 24 May 2008
Hilton Sandton Hotel, Johannesburg

The leading forum for accountancy professionals seeking an international move
Presentations    Exhibition   Interviews

www.accountancyworldwide.com
For further information please call +44 (0)870 242 6609 or email mail@thinkgr.com

www.accountancyworldwide.com

Thinking Accountancy?
Thinking International??
Think Global Recruitment!
Think Global Recruitment is the leading specialist in 
International Financial Recruitment. We help finance 
professionals throughout the world secure new positions 
overseas. We listen to what you want.

Think Global Recruitment has an excellent range of jobs with 
the most prestigious Accountancy, Financial Services and 
Commerce companies around the world.

Here are some of the opportunities we currently have available:

Tax Accountants:
Australia, Middle East, New Zealand, Canada, Asia
Internal Auditors:
Europe, UK, New Zealand, Australia, USA
Transaction Services:
Central and Eastern Europe, Australia
Corporate Finance:
New Zealand, Central Europe

worldwideopportunities
BERMUdA    CARIBBEAN    AUSTRAlIA    NEw ZEAlANd    ASIA    MIddlE EAST AFRICA    USA    CANAdA    UNITEd KINGdOM    ChANNEl ISlANdS    EUROPE

Seniors to Senior Managers, Corporate Recovery:
Australia, New Zealand, Caribbean
Audit Seniors to Partners:
Africa, Australia, Bermuda, Canada, Caribbean, New Zealand, 
Channel Islands, Europe, Asia, Middle East, USA
Brand Analyst (Recently Qualified):
UK, Europe
Financial Services:
UK, Hong Kong, Luxembourg, Gibraltar, Monaco, Canada,
Bermuda, Caribbean, Europe

These are just a small selection of the opportunities we
currently have available. Please visit our website to
search for more vacancies around the world.

www.thinkgr.com
T: +44 (0)870 242 6609
E: mail@thinkgr.com

SA 2 halfs Advert.indd   1 13/3/08   15:26:12





Opportunities in Finance and BankingOpportunities in Finance and Banking

R. NegotiableR. NegotiableCorporate FinanceCorporate Finance

$100k to $120k tax free + expat benefits$100k to $120k tax free + expat benefitsFD-designate (Nigeria)FD-designate (Nigeria)

Bored of Articles?Bored of Articles?Life and HealthLife and HealthAccounting & FinanceAccounting & Finance

New International Salary Survey www.antonapps.com 0861 788 7880 New International Salary Survey www.antonapps.com 0861 788 7880

You will possess the following:

•

•

•

PPE 1 or equivalent financial qualification

Desire to transfer from TIPP to TOPP in Financial Services

Commercial acumen, flexibility, professional drive, a positive

self image and a 'can do' attitude

Are you tired of low pay and long hours? Are you a forward-thinker who wants to use your

qualifications to make commercial decisions? If so, we have a value proposition for you.

One of our premium Financial Services clients is offering five individuals the opportunity to transfer

from TIPP (articles in an audit firm) to their TOPP programme.

Your entry point into Financial Services will enable you to:

•

•

•

Complete your CA(SA) qualification (with study leave and support)

Gain commercial decision-making experience rather than

standard audit

Achieve an entry point into a global Financial Services firm

Please email your to to Kate Henderson on kate@antonapps.com quoting reference “TOPP”. Office reception

0861 788 7880 Office mobile 073 788 7880

curriculum vitae

www.antonapps.com

Our client is a large, powerful and extremely dynamic organisation. As a result of the

realignment of their core focus, they are simultaneously undergoing numerous positive

changes: acquisition, new business development and corporate restructuring. This is a

people-driven environment where you can really make your mark.

Please email your to to Kate Henderson on kate@antonapps.com quoting reference “LIFE & HEALTH”.

Office reception 0861 788 7880 Office mobile 073 788 7880

curriculum vitae

www.antonapps.com

You are likely to come from the following background:

•

•

CA with large firm Financial Services experience during articles or

Post-qualifying Financial Services experience in Life, Health,

Banking, Short-term, Re-insurance or Asset Management sectors

Finance opportunities are at various levels:

•

•

Recently Qualified CAs R450k-R550k with articles

Middle-to-senior level R500k-R800k+ with a drive to join a

major Financial Services group

You are likely to come from the following background:

•

•

•

CA (or equivalent ACCA or CIMA)

Manufacturing or processing experience

The ability to integrate into expatriate lifestyle and commit for at least

three years

Successful individuals should possess the following

qualifications and attributes:

•

•

•

•

CA(SA) with at least two years Corporate Finance experience

Strong academic record coupled with all-round ability

Intelligent lateral thinker with commercial business acumen

The ability to work autonomously, independently and as part of a team

Our client is an international soft commodities processing and distribution business.

They have a large operation in Nigeria where they process the produce ready for

packaging and export. From experience we have found that this magnificent expatriate lifestyle

often suits a mature, stable individual with a young family.

Our client is a leading specialist financial services group who advise and partner top listed

groups, multinationals and empowerment companies. With their comprehensive and

significant experience in empowerment transactions, the firm is positioned as the advisor

of choice on empowerment structuring. Within this developing environment, you will be

given the latitude to initiate, negotiate and influence the business.

Initially, as Financial Controller, you shall:

•

•

•

Manage the entire Finance function

Assume commercial responsibility for the Processing side

of the operation

Move into the FD role within six to nine months

The multi-disciplinary Corporate Finance team is

entrepreneurial, supportive and affords members wide

commercial exposure. The division specialises in:

•

•

•

Innovative empowerment advisory & structuring

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A), listings and de-listings

Capital raising, restructurings and other advisory services

Please email your to to Anton Apps on antonapps@antonapps.com quoting reference “NIGERIA”.

Office reception 0861 788 7880 Office mobile 073 788 7880 International only +27 11 788 7880

curriculum vitae

www.antonapps.com

Interested individuals should email their to Candice Goodsell quoting reference “CORPORATE FINANCE” to

candice@antonapps.com Office number 0861 788 7880 Office mobile 073 788 7880

curriculum vitae

www.antonapps.com

Group Reporting Specialist
R460k – R700k Manufacturing

SOX Accountant
R450k – R650k Banking

Technical Accountant
R420k – R600k Banking

Product Controller
R380k – R500k FX Banking

Tax Risk Specialist
R550k – R600k Africa

Tax Manager
R400k – R600k Banking

Head of Finance
R900k – R1,3 mil Banking

Compliance Specialist (CT)
R500k – R700k Banking

IFRS Technical Specialist
R400k – R550k

Regulatory reporting/Basel II
R400k – R550k Insurance

Project Finance Director
R650k – 900k Banking

IT & Projects Finance Manager
R550k – R700k Insurance

Country CFO (Turkey)
R Negotiable Banking

IFRS Specialst
R400k – R600k Banking

Finance Manager
R400k – R650k Motor Finance

Group Financial Accounting
R400k – R550k Retail

sherwin@antonapps.com kate@antonapps.com janene@antonapps.com candice@antonapps.com

antonapps@antonapps.com



Opportunities in Finance and BankingOpportunities in Finance and Banking

R. NegotiableR. NegotiableCorporate FinanceCorporate Finance

$100k to $120k tax free + expat benefits$100k to $120k tax free + expat benefitsFD-designate (Nigeria)FD-designate (Nigeria)

Bored of Articles?Bored of Articles?Life and HealthLife and HealthAccounting & FinanceAccounting & Finance

New International Salary Survey www.antonapps.com 0861 788 7880 New International Salary Survey www.antonapps.com 0861 788 7880

You will possess the following:

•

•

•

PPE 1 or equivalent financial qualification

Desire to transfer from TIPP to TOPP in Financial Services

Commercial acumen, flexibility, professional drive, a positive

self image and a 'can do' attitude

Are you tired of low pay and long hours? Are you a forward-thinker who wants to use your

qualifications to make commercial decisions? If so, we have a value proposition for you.

One of our premium Financial Services clients is offering five individuals the opportunity to transfer

from TIPP (articles in an audit firm) to their TOPP programme.

Your entry point into Financial Services will enable you to:

•

•

•

Complete your CA(SA) qualification (with study leave and support)

Gain commercial decision-making experience rather than

standard audit

Achieve an entry point into a global Financial Services firm

Please email your to to Kate Henderson on kate@antonapps.com quoting reference “TOPP”. Office reception

0861 788 7880 Office mobile 073 788 7880

curriculum vitae

www.antonapps.com

Our client is a large, powerful and extremely dynamic organisation. As a result of the

realignment of their core focus, they are simultaneously undergoing numerous positive

changes: acquisition, new business development and corporate restructuring. This is a

people-driven environment where you can really make your mark.

Please email your to to Kate Henderson on kate@antonapps.com quoting reference “LIFE & HEALTH”.

Office reception 0861 788 7880 Office mobile 073 788 7880

curriculum vitae

www.antonapps.com

You are likely to come from the following background:

•

•

CA with large firm Financial Services experience during articles or

Post-qualifying Financial Services experience in Life, Health,

Banking, Short-term, Re-insurance or Asset Management sectors

Finance opportunities are at various levels:

•

•

Recently Qualified CAs R450k-R550k with articles

Middle-to-senior level R500k-R800k+ with a drive to join a

major Financial Services group

You are likely to come from the following background:

•

•

•

CA (or equivalent ACCA or CIMA)

Manufacturing or processing experience

The ability to integrate into expatriate lifestyle and commit for at least

three years

Successful individuals should possess the following

qualifications and attributes:

•

•

•

•

CA(SA) with at least two years Corporate Finance experience

Strong academic record coupled with all-round ability

Intelligent lateral thinker with commercial business acumen

The ability to work autonomously, independently and as part of a team

Our client is an international soft commodities processing and distribution business.

They have a large operation in Nigeria where they process the produce ready for

packaging and export. From experience we have found that this magnificent expatriate lifestyle

often suits a mature, stable individual with a young family.

Our client is a leading specialist financial services group who advise and partner top listed

groups, multinationals and empowerment companies. With their comprehensive and

significant experience in empowerment transactions, the firm is positioned as the advisor

of choice on empowerment structuring. Within this developing environment, you will be

given the latitude to initiate, negotiate and influence the business.

Initially, as Financial Controller, you shall:

•

•

•

Manage the entire Finance function

Assume commercial responsibility for the Processing side

of the operation

Move into the FD role within six to nine months

The multi-disciplinary Corporate Finance team is

entrepreneurial, supportive and affords members wide

commercial exposure. The division specialises in:

•

•

•

Innovative empowerment advisory & structuring

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A), listings and de-listings

Capital raising, restructurings and other advisory services

Please email your to to Anton Apps on antonapps@antonapps.com quoting reference “NIGERIA”.

Office reception 0861 788 7880 Office mobile 073 788 7880 International only +27 11 788 7880

curriculum vitae

www.antonapps.com

Interested individuals should email their to Candice Goodsell quoting reference “CORPORATE FINANCE” to

candice@antonapps.com Office number 0861 788 7880 Office mobile 073 788 7880

curriculum vitae

www.antonapps.com

Group Reporting Specialist
R460k – R700k Manufacturing

SOX Accountant
R450k – R650k Banking

Technical Accountant
R420k – R600k Banking

Product Controller
R380k – R500k FX Banking

Tax Risk Specialist
R550k – R600k Africa

Tax Manager
R400k – R600k Banking

Head of Finance
R900k – R1,3 mil Banking

Compliance Specialist (CT)
R500k – R700k Banking

IFRS Technical Specialist
R400k – R550k

Regulatory reporting/Basel II
R400k – R550k Insurance

Project Finance Director
R650k – 900k Banking

IT & Projects Finance Manager
R550k – R700k Insurance

Country CFO (Turkey)
R Negotiable Banking

IFRS Specialst
R400k – R600k Banking

Finance Manager
R400k – R650k Motor Finance

Group Financial Accounting
R400k – R550k Retail

sherwin@antonapps.com kate@antonapps.com janene@antonapps.com candice@antonapps.com

antonapps@antonapps.com




